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We dedicate this book to our ancestors who forged 
a life giving bond with nature and left behind a rich 
power house of herbal ancestry which we hope to 
strive and strengthen and return back to - for our 
future generations and for the well being of our 
Mother Earth.
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INTRODUCTION
This handbook with its treasury of ancient herbal recipes and scientifically backed 
traditional hair care secrets has been created to empower you to confidently care 
for your hair health – naturally and effectively. At Soundaryah we believe that 
nothing is more important in these modern times for our health and that of our 
loved ones, than going back to our roots and embracing natural wellness and 
body care practices. And this is why we want to make simple, traditional and 
100% natural hair care wellness essentials accessible to everyone through the 
creation of this handbook.

In an era where we are growing increasingly disconnected with our own selves 
--- the dependency on well packaged quick fixes for our body, hair and skin is ever 
on the high. But the tide is also turning as more and more of us are looking for 
resources and the right guidance to return back to a simpler and more authentic 
way of life and living. So how is hair care connected to this? Just have a look at your 
bathroom counter and pick up a shampoo bottle to see how far we have come from 
our grandmothers Amla, Reetha and Shikakai powders to slick packaged plastic 
bottles promising gorgeous hair. We use this scented foamy liquid to wash our hair 
followed up with a chemical conditioner hoping that our hair fall, dandruff and 
frizz is fixed unaware about the dangerous chemicals in these products seeping 
into our skin and the environment – not only causing further damage to our hair 
problems but also more subtle but life-threatening hormonal and carcinogenic 
conditions in our body.
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While we keep following the never ending and ever frustrating cycle of finding 
the next best hair care product fix for our many hair issues such as hair fall, frizz, 
dandruff and breakage the multi zillion hair care industry will never openly talk 
about the fine print of toxic ingredients being used in hair care products and more 
importantly would never want you to realize that the solution to all your hair care 
problems lies in your own home – literally in your kitchen and garden.

Yes, the answer to each of your hair problem is not in another chemically toxic 
bottled hair care product but in a humble herb, flower or fruit which is still intact 
and recognizable when you apply it. We don’t need the next fancy silicone infused 
hair conditioner to get a mane of hair which the ad models themselves would 
love to know how to achieve without being air brushed, fluffed up and styled 
for hours. We need to simply reclaim what was always ours – we need to simply 
embrace Natural Hair Care – like our ancestors did. 

We need to touch flowers, leaves and herbs and create simple potions for our 
hair care from Real Ingredients. Ingredients which we can recognize. Ingredients 
which our ancestors would recognize. Not an artificially perfumed liquid filled, 
lab made detergent which is so filled with toxins that it can be safely made, 
packaged and displayed on shelves for eternity and beyond without any fear of 
spoiling but real herbal hair care potions which just as our home-made food will 
nourish and nurse us back to health.
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Our hair is one of the most crucial extensions of our body and our ancestors rightly 
believed that cleansing, conditioning and grooming our hair with pure, natural 
herbs not just keeps our hair gorgeously healthy but our body and mind as well. 
Just think of how wholesome an oil champi or a herbal hair mask makes you feel! 
Our heartiest hope is that Soundaryah’s Natural Hair Care Handbook inspires 
and guides you to create your own unique hair care routine 
– our promise is that in the simplicity of each herbal recipe, traditional natural 
hair care secret and scientifically backed chemical free tips you will find a safe, 
easy and effective solution to all your hair care problems , solutions that have 
been passed on through the ages and being successfully used by an ever growing 
tribe of people who rightfully believe that Natural is the only real way to healthy 
and beautiful hair !

~  Sohini Trehan
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Chapter 1

Do You Know Your 
Hair Type
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Hair care begins with understanding your hair but do you know your 
hair type?
Does it ever happen to you that when you use a popular hair care product which is 
supposed to work wonders, you either see no results or your hair reacts adversely 
by either drying out or becoming too oily? Or worse, giving way to more hair fall 
and frizz? One of the major reasons for this could be that the product might not 
be suitable for your unique hair type.
Each one of us have different hair types which can be categorized and grouped 
under a zillion different ways but we have the most important and simplest 
way of understanding your hair type and determining it with a very simple test 
which you can do right at home in a few minutes!
But before we do that lets just briefly look at some important pointers about our 
hair.

There are various factors that define your hair type.
Knowing your hair type properly will also help you understand why you’re facing 
the hair issues you have currently, as well as the best way to treat them. It also 
makes it easier to understand what ingredients will work on your hair type, which 
helps you make the right choice when it comes to hair products.
Hair is made up of keratin, a protein rich in amino acids. Hair follicles does the 
job of anchoring hair into the skin individually. The hair blub which lies at the 
bottom of the follicle is responsible for building the hair shaft by the process of 
division and growth of living cells. The cells in the hair bulb are nourished by blood 
vessels, furthermore delivering hormones that modify hair growth and structure 
at different times of life.
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Why knowing your hair type is important?
Just like you and I are different individuals with different desires, likes and 
personalities, so is our hair! Your hair’s needs and personality are completely 
different from what your friend may need, which means a completely different 
hair care routine that is uniquely customized to your hair type.

TYPES OF HAIR - Fine ~ Medium ~ Thick

While there are many ways hair types can be categorized, understanding your 
hair type based on its unique texture is one of the simplest and most effective 
ways to care for your hair. Yes, knowing your hair texture is the most convenient 
way of planning out a hair care routine which fits your needs.
Based on our unique hair textures, you can find out whetheryour you have fine 
Textured hair ,Medium/Combination textured hair or Thick/Course textured hair.
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Determine your hair type at home!

This is the simplest trick to determine your hair texture, hence making it easier to 
choose the right products for the said texture.
To start off, let us revise what we know about hair textures. As we have already 
mentioned, there are 3 main textures of hair namely: fine textured hair, medium/
combination textured hair and thick or course textured hair.
What you need: A string of normal sewing thread, a strand of  your hair
Here’s how you do it in 3 easy steps:
Step 1: Wash your hair like you normally would
Step 2: Do not dry your hair completely, keep it partially damp
Step 3: Take the sewing thread and compare the stretched strand of your hair to 
the thread.
Conclusion:
If your hair strand is thinner than the thread then you have FINE TEXTURED 
HAIR. If your hair strand is more or less as thick as the thread then you have 
COMBINATION/MEDIUM TEXTURED HAIR and if your hair strand is thicker than 
the thread then you have THICK OR COARSE TEXTURED HAIR.

Now let us look at each of these hair types to understand how your hair texture 
demands a different hair care routine.
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Understanding the Unique Needs of Your Hair Type
if you have --------

FINE /THIN TEXTURED HAIR
Hair is considered to be fine textured when its diameter, circumference and width 
is low. Having this type of hair is very normal but the proper hair care ensures 
their safety and maintenance. Fine hair can be both a blessing and a curse. Fine 
hair is naturally silky and smooth, and responds to heat styling easily. In addition 
to that, it doesn’t need much product to coat them. Hence, it makes it easier to 
care for them.

Caring for Fine
Textured Hair

• Keep in mind that fine hair is more accessible to breakage. 
• After a shower pat your hair dry with a soft towel instead of vigorously rubbing 

it. 
• Wash your locks twice a week avoiding detegent based shampoos and using 

natural cleansers like Reetha, Amla and Shikakai which wont strip the natural 
oils out of your scalp.

• Avoid brushing your hair while it’s wet, letting them air dry instead of blow 
drying. If you happen to be in a rush, always blow dry with the cool setting.

• Instead of using silicone based conditioners which may weigh down your hair 
more, making it look thinner, go for all natural wild honey ,lemon or citrus water 
rinse as well as weekly hair masks. (detailed recipes in the following chapters!)

• Be sure to add collagen, vitamin B and biotin-rich foods in your diet like nuts, 
bone broth, bananas and eggs.
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Understanding the Unique Needs of Your Hair Type
if you have --------

MEDIUM/COMBINATION TEXTURED HAIR
As the name suggests this is considered to be the texture which lies between fine 
and thick. That does not mean it is the ideal type of hair texture. It is medium 
thick, and the scalp tends to be oily as well as dry in different parts. It is in fact 
quite tough to care for this type of hair.

Caring for Medium
Textured Hair

• Combination hair tends to get oily and hence should be washed regularly 
atleast thrice a week.

• Avoiding detegent based shampoos which altars the natural ph of the scalp 
(and create hair loss and frizz ) by using herbs like Reetha, Amla and Shikakai is 
particularly helpful for medium textured hair.

• Wild Honey is rich in antioxidants as well as provides natural nourishment to 
the scalp without any residue. It can be mixed with yoghurt to make a great 
chemical free hair mask before a shower.

• Always wash your hair with cold water, avoid using hot water on your scalp as 
it damages the follicles.

• Cold pressed natural oils like olive oil help better than the chemical laden oils 
available in the market.

• Combination hair requires soft bristled brush to ensure detangling without 
frizz. Or the best alternative is using your fingers as a comb.
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Understanding the Unique Needs of Your Hair Type
if you have --------

THICK /COARSE TEXTURED HAIR
Coarse or thick hair can be identified by a thick hair shaft. This hair texture has the 
widest and largest circumference of any other. Unlike thin or medium hair, coarse 
hair contains all three layers of the hair shaft and tends to be frizzy and dry and 
hence needs a nourishing hair care routine.

Caring for Thick
Textured Hair

• Using nourishing herbal cleansers twice a week and wholesome natural 
conditioners on a weekly basis to add  more moisture to your hair and scalp 
can be a game changer for those who have thick textured hair.

• Make moisture your first priority when it comes to your hair care routine. 
Pre -shampoo oiling with castor oil and hot towel therapy twice a week will 
strengthens and restores your hair to its original shine and strength.

• Use a soft old tee shirt as a towel to pat dry your hair to avoid frizziness due to 
friction.

• Invest in a good quality hair paddle brush which can help spread natural oils 
from the scalp through the ends of the hair.

• Hair masks containing ingredients like honey, castor oil, banana, and yoghurt 
add moisture to your hair and work wonders to resolve all hair issues like hair 
fall, breakage and frizz.
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Chapter 2

Essential Hair Care
for Your Hair Type
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Chapter 2 ~ Section 1

Natural Hair Care
Routine for

Fine Textured Hair
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Oiling Care for Fine/Thin Hair with
Light Hair Oils

Most women with fine hair have one concernwill my hair lose volume if I apply oil 
to my hair? The answer is yes, if you apply the wrong type of oil to fine hair, it is 
going to drag it down making them look sticky. 

Using light oils is the way to go. Oiling is an important part of caring for your hair 
as it provides the necessary nutrients to the scalp, fortifies hair bulbs and seals 
the cuticles, thus inducing hair growth and reducing hair fall. Now you may ask, 
what are light oils? Light oils are the oils which don’t weigh your hair down and 
can be absorbed easily
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Best Light Oils for Fine/Thin Hair Care

Almond Oil Jojoba Oil Coconut Oil

Sweet almond oil: Rich in Vitamin A, E, proteins, potassium, zinc, Linoleic acid, 
Oleic acid, stearic acid, palmitic acid Sweet Almond oil is deeply nourishing for 
fine hair .

Jojoba oil: Rich in vitamin E, erucic acid, Oleic acid, gadoleic acid Jojoba oil has 
anti-bacterial properties and easily absorbed but hair.

Coconut oil: Cold Pressed virgin coconut oil is rich in antioxidants and provides 
the right amount of moisture to dry scalp and fine textured hair .
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Cleansing Care for Fine/ Thin Hair

• Thin hair tends to lose its bounce often, hence a volumizing herbal hair cleanser 
is of utmost necessity.

• Fine hair tends to get greasy easily, leaving behind oil residue on the scalp.
• If the primary goal is volume, dial down on silicone based conditioners and 

invest your time on cleansing hair with herbal powders like Reetha, Amla and 
Shikaka (just mix pure powders of Reetha, Amla and Shikakai in a 3:1:1 ratio 
and make a slurry in warm water and viola your chemical free cleanser is 
ready!)

• Using this clarifying herbal cleanser is very effective in creating bounce and 
shine for thin hair and also beneficial in getting rid of oil build up which can 
cause flakiness and dandruff as well as hair fall.
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Conditioning Care for Fine/Thin Hair

• While its beneficial for all hair types to steer clear of chemical based conditioners, 
this is specially cruicial for those with fine or thin textured hair.

• The silicones as well as other chemicals in bottled hair conditioners not just 
weigh thin hair down but also create unnatural oil build up and weaken hair 
shafts.

• So if you are using commercial hair conditioners firsly take care to never use 
them on the roots. It will do more damage than help.

• Instead, focus on conditioning only the tips of your hair and  for the best results 
ditch bottled conditioner and switch to a basic citrus or apple cider rinse by 
adding a few tsps of orange /lemon juice or apple cider vinegar to your last 
mug of bath water!
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Styling Tips for Fine/Thin Hair

• When it comes to hair care, using the wrong type of comb is one of the most 
common mistakes we all make.

• For fine hair though, it is very very important to opt for a wide toothed comb 
(preferably a wooden one) instead of narrow combs or hair brushes.

• This avoids breakage and gives a fuller look without making the hair frizzy.
• It is highly beneficial if you comb and dry your hair upside down after a shower 

as it gives an appearance of a fuller head.
• Getting highlights by using natural herbs like Henna can also enhance fine hair 

as it adds the much-needed dimension to your hair.
• Make sure to trim your hair occasionally to get rid of any split ends.
• If you happen to use a blow dryer, keep it on the cool setting so as to not 

damage your hair and while drying your hair, make sure to pat it dry very gently 
and avoid rubbing at all costs!
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DIY Natural Hair Spa for Fine/Thin Hair

When it comes to caring for fine hair, hair masks, especially the simple home made 
ones can be highly effective in resolving all hair issues like hair fall, breakage, split 
ends, frizz, dandruff and more! Here;s our herby and 100% chemical free recipe 
that you can try for gorgeous problem free hair within a few weeks!

Amla , Yoghurt and Lavender Hair Mask

This mask is amazing for those with fine hair as its adds oodles of volume bounce 
and shine to the hair while leaving the scalp and shafts deeply moisturised and 
strong!

The herby amla adds its deeply nourishing , anti greying and anti hair fall benefits 
to hair while adding shine and bounce, the yoghurt conditions and moisturises 
hair shafts gently and effectively. The final addition of lavender essential oil adds 
therapeutic and soothing properties to this wholesome hair mask giving a bliss 
full home spa feel!

Recipe and Instructions 
Just add pure organic amla powder to youghurt in a ratio of 1:3 and put in a three 
to four drops of lavender essential oil Apply this mixture on your head from the 
roots till the tips and rinse off with luke warm water after half an hour. Shampoo 
after a day or two for best results!
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Chapter 2 ~ Section 2

Natural Hair Care
Routine for

Medium Textured 
Hair
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Natural Hair Care
Routine for

Medium Textured 
Hair

Oiling Care for Medium Hair

• Having medium/ combination type hair is a blessing on most counts but while 
managing this type of hair, it tends to get oily and dry in patches.

• The type of oil which works best for this type of hair is blended light and heavy 
oils or just extra virgin olive oil.

• A blended oil that you can make by yourself if you have medium or combination 
hair is by taking equal ratios of coconut, olive and almond oil.

• You can also go for pure virgin olive oil if your hair is severely damaged and 
needs deep nourishment. Olive oils helps lock in moisture and goes a long way 
in maintaining a healthy scalp and hair.

• As combination hair tends to be patchy, with different pH balance at different 
areas, olive oil has been proven to balance and nourish the hair shafts and 
prevent as well as heal dandruff.
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Cleansing Care for Medium Hair

• The very first step towards taking care of your medium hair type is to avoid 
any strong shampoos. This means no parabens and sulphates and ideally no 
detergents and chemicals as well!

• So what we are saying is that if you want to end the oily/dry cycle which 
medium or combination hair goes through perpetually along with the never 
ending issues of hair loss and dandruff then swap your shampoo for herbal 
powder based cleansers contaning herbs like amla, reetha and shikakai.

• Natural herbal cleansers have a ph blancing effect on the scalp and after a 
few months of use you will notice that your hair doesnt feel too dry or too oily 
but just medium as nature meant it to be!

• Adding a tsp pf apple cider, or a few drops pf tea tree oil to your herbal hair 
wash will further boost your natural hairs shine and health!

• Also avoid hot water shen cleansing hair, use luke warm water and remember 
to seal off hair with a last rinse of cool water to avoid frizz and breakage.
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Conditioning Care for Medium Hair

• Conditionning is basically the process of remoisturising hair once its been 
stripped off its natural oils due to the use of strong shampoos, hair dyes and 
other chemical based hair products.

• For medium type hair, having a sound conditionning routine should be an 
essential part of hair care and instead of chemical based bottled conditionners 
a citrus wild honey oil rinse ritual is best suited for this hair type.

• Using a few drops of olive oil along with a tbsp of wild honey and a tsp of 
lemon juice in your last mug of bath water as a rinse will leave your hair 
feeling deeply moisturised and gorgeous .

• You can also do a pre-shampoo hair oiling followed by a hot towel therapy on 
extra frizzy hair days for amazingly satisfying results!
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Styling Tips for Medium Hair

• Trim those ends! If you have combination hair then you know the struggle of 
having split ends.

• To avoid further damage, go for regular trims to keep those ends in check.
• Using high temperature heating tools on your hair may result in worsening 

your hair.It induces excessive oil production in the scalp along with making the 
ends super dry.

• So steer clear of heat styling and opt for cold styling like wrapping up your 
hair in a bun when its semi wet for soft and natural curls! 

• Use a soft bristle hair brush to safely and gently brush through your hair. This 
will help in the even distribution of natural scalp oils all over your hair making 
them strong and frizz free.
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DIY Natural Hair Spa for Medium Hair

When it comes to caring for medium type or combination hair, one of the best 
forms of hair care can be in the form of hair masks, especially the simple home 
made ones! Here’s our fruity-herby and 100% chemical free hair mask recipe 
specially customised for medium hair that will work as a charm right after the 
first time!

Banana and Aloe Vera Hair Mask

This mask helps in combating frizz and ands vitamin-rich moisture to your hair 
strands. The ingredients deeply nourish combination hair to provide more control 
and shine

Recipe and Instructions

Mix in 1 tbsp olive oil, 1 mashed ripe banana, 2 tbsp aloe vera gel together to form 
a smooth paste. Apple this mixture on damp hair thoroughly, fully coating them. 
Wrap your hair in a warm towel and leave it in on for 30 minutes. Rinse with warm 
water.and a mild cleanser.
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Chapter 2 ~ Section 3

Natural Hair Care
Routine for

Thick Textured 
Hair
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Oiling Care for Thick/Coarse Hair

As we know by now, thick/coarse hair tends to be the driest type of hair among 
all three main hair types. Thus, its even more important to maintain the moisture 
content in the hair.

• As the hair is thick in texture , heavy and dense oils work the best to lock in 
the essential moisture required to keep this type of thick hair problem free 
and naturally beautiful. Hot oil treatments and towel therapy are highly 
recommended for deeper penetration.

• Castor oil is thicker, heavier and denser than other oils like coconut and due to 
this unique property Castor oil has been a part of Ayurveda and natural hair 
care treatments since ancient times.

• Castor oil helps trap moisture and natural oils in the hair, sealing it into the 
strands and highly beneficial for hair growth and preventing breakage.

• So what makes Castor oil so amazingly wholesome, well this oil is jam packed 
with a very high concentration of Vitamin E and essential amino acid – ricinolein 
acid – which is a natural emollient for the hair. It is also rich in Omega 6 and 
Omega 9 fatty acids, which fortify the hair with moisture.

• Massaging the scalp with castor oil can also increase blood circulation, while 
simultaneously hydrating and nourishing the scalp. Massage warm oil in the 
scalp and coat hair strands in order to combat any dryness or split ends.
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Cleansing Care for Thick/Coarse Hair

Cut back on your hair washes! Yes, you read it right the first time. Don’t go 
overboard with the washes because it does nothing other than stripping your 
scalp off of natural oils which are essential to maintain the pH balance of your hair.

• So stick to bi – weekly hair washes and swap your detergent based shampoo 
solutions for herbal powder based cleansers containing Amla, Reetha and 
Shikakai.

• Herbal cleansers do not strip your hair of natural oils which is what detergent-
based shampoos do and therefore its much easier to condition and moisturize 
hair!

• Once you have washed your hair always add a few drops of castor oil or a 
lighter almond or coconut oil and pour over your hair as a leave in conditioner. 
This natural and chemical free hair ritual will make your softer, shinier and 
more elastic, which will help prevent breakage and ultimately keep your hair 
looking shiny.

• Always use a soft towel or an old tee shirt to gently pat your hair dry and use a 
wide toothed comb to detangle them slowly since hair is at its most vulnerable 
state when it’s wet.
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Conditioning Care for Thick/Coarse
Hair

THE MOST IMPORTANT part of your hair care routine if you have thick hair is a 
proper conditioning routine. It is extremely crucial to keep your hair moisturized. 
Dry hair means frizzy hair which in turn means immense hair breakage and split 
ends. Deep conditioning is probably the best way to keep thick/coarse hair healthy.

Contrary to popular usage, oiling is still the best form of hair conditioning.

So swap your chemical based and silicone infused conditioner bottle for a bowl 
of pure warm Castor Oil. Apply this warm herbal oil onto your scalp and hair 
length with lots of extra love at the hair tips as an over light leave in conditioner 
treatment or at least half an hour before shampooing and see your hair transform 
beautifully!

Along with oiling, a regular, homemade deep conditioning hair mask with naturally 
moisturizing oils and herbal ingredients will keep your hair in their best form.
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Styling Tips for Thick/Course Hair

Like all other hair types, thick hair too goes through its fair share of hair loss, 
breakage ,pre- mature greying and split ends as well as flaking and dandruff. One 
of the best ways to resolve most of these issues is by opting for as much as
natural styling as possible and staying away from chemicalbased products and 
heating tools!

• Choosing the right type of comb is also ignored by most of us while setting a 
hair care routine, but trust us when we say that it’s a very important hair care 
essential.

• Instead of fine toothed combs a paddle brush (for grooming) along with a 
wide toothed comb (for detangling) is the best choice for thick hair. Brush your 
hair when it is slightly damp, this minimizes frizz and tangles and distributes 
natural oils evenly all over the hair.

• Sleeping with your hair loose makes it prone to added dryness and breakage. 
Instead, try sleeping with a loose braid. You can also incorporate some layers 
in your hair to give it a defined shape and some movement.
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DIY Natural Hair Spa for Thick/Coarse Hair

A deep conditioning hair mask can work wonders for you, if you have thick 
textured hair. When individual hair strands are thick, then they also tend to get 
very coarse and dry Which is why a homemade hair mask made up of herbs and 
oils can deeply moisturize your locks and leave them naturally healthier and 
lustrous.

Deep Conditioning Fenugreek, Castor Oil and Coconut Milk Hair Mask

This mask is a magical balm for those times when your hair feels really dry and in 

dire need of some tender loving care! Fenugreek is nature’s hair revitalizer and 

heals brittle hair stands gently while castor oil deeply penetrates hair shafts and 

well, the coconut milk does its magic by leaving the scalp and your locks feeling 

nourished from the inside out!

Recipe and Instructions
Wash and soak 3 tbsps of Fenugreek seeds in 2 cups of water overnight. Drain out 
the water and grind to a paste. Add 2 tbsps of castor oil and 2 tbsps of coconut 
milk to the fenugreek paste and grind once more. Apply this wholesome mask all 
over your hair, from the scalp till the ends and cover with a wet towel or a shower 
cap. Rinse off with a mild cleanser after 45 minutes.
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Chapter 3

Chemical Free
Hair Grooming 101
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Combing - A Crucial Hair Care Essential

In the previous chapters we have covered different hair typesand ways to care for 
them, let us now come to the usuallyneglected but crucial part when it comes to 
grooming your hair– combing – yes ! hard to believe but combing can literallymake 
or break your hair care regimen!

Combing is a very integral part of grooming and if doneproperly can leave you 
with the best hair that you have everhad. 

Combing also stimulates the oil glands in the scalp to producesebum, which 
maintains the pH balance of the scalp, and coatsthe hair shaft to keep it moisturized. 
It also exfoliates the scalpto optimize blood flow and in turn promotes hair growth.

The right comb and hair brush can elevate your look or tame itdown, depending 
on the situation. Point being – the right hairbrush can be a game changer for your 
hair.
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The Right Kind of Combs for Your Hair
Grooming Needs

Wide-Toothed Combs are used to detangle your hair while it isstill wet, preventing 
any breakage. Hair is the most sensitive andvulnerable when it is wet hence it 
needs to be handled withcare. As the name suggests, this comb has widely spaced-
outteeth. Wooden combs are any time a preferable alternative to theplastic or 
metal ones which create static in your hair.

Paddle Brush Combs are flat, rectangular-faced brushes thathave bristles coming 
out of a soft pad. The shape and structure ofthis brush makes it easier to comb 
long and thick hair as well asgive it a sleeker feel and natural shine.

Round Barrel Brush Combs can naturally help groom wavy hair.The smaller 
the brush, the tighter the curl. They came in a lot ofdifferent sizes as per your 
convenience. Simply wrap dampsections of hair around the bristles and blow dry 
on the coolsetting and you will ditch curling irons for good!

Rat Tail Combs get their interesting name from the shape of thiscomb’s handle – 
it looks like a rat’s tail. The long handle on this typeof comb makes sectioning hair 
to create partitions and of coursecool braids and hairdos. Plus, the fine teeth of 
the comb are greatfor smoothing out your ends or fringes!
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The Real Benefits of Correct Combing

What is there to learn in combing your hair? Well, if donecorrectly, then just combing 
the way can resolve lots of hairissues. To most of us the only purpose of brushing 
hair is todetangle and look presentable but combing hair has morebenefits, such 
as:

Scalp stimulation: It gives a mini massage to your scalpthus stimulating it. It 
increases blood flow to the roots andincreases hair growth.

Hair health and shine: Combing or brushing your hairhelps in distributing the 
sebum, produced by the sebaceousglands in the scalp, to the ends of the hair. 
This gives anatural shine to the hair and reduces frizz.

Loose hair removal: Combing removes loose strands ofhair, making room for 
healthy new hair to grow.

Destressing and Rejuventaing : In Ayurveda andancient medicine circles all over 

the world, our hair isconsidered akin to a trees roots  and the simple act ofcombing 
can help destress and rejuvenate all our sensesand bring balance within our mind, 
body and soul.
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How Often Should You Comb Your Hair?

It has been said that you should comb your hair for 100strokes to achieve the 
desired hair health. This is a myth.It may do nothing but more damage to your 
hair andscalp due to constant vigorous rubbing of comb againstit.

• Instead, focus on brushing your hair twice daily.Once in the morning and once 
at night before bed.

• It doesn’t have to be 100 strokes but make sure yourscalp gets massaged gently 
with every stroke.

• Detangling happens naturally as we pass a combthrough hair, so that’s a given. 
This is a natural way todistribute natural oils throughout the strands.

• Vigorous brushing will cause breakage anddamage your hair. DO NOT over-
brush your hair asit may cause friction and cause irreversibledamage.

• If you happen to have fine and porous hair, makesure to comb your hair 
gently. People with curly hairshould brush their hair only when it’s necessary, 
overbrushing may take away your natural curls.
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The Most Beneficial Way to Comb Your Hair

When combing wet, damp or dry hair it is very important to do itin a gentle 
manner. Hair is swollen up to 20-30% when it’s wet,therefore it is very fragile 
and vulnerable to breakage. In thesame way dry hair is also vulnerable to 
breakage due tovigourous or over brushing.

• Before combing, it is important to divide your hair intosmaller sections and 
then comb.

• Never run a comb randomly on entire mane. Dividing yourhair in two to three 
sections and detangling them gently witha wide-tooth comb or even your 
fingers is a great start.

• This way the comb will detangle hair from top to bottom andremove knots 
from each and every strand.

• We usually begin combing our hair from roots to ends,and that’s where we 
go wrong. This causes damage asthe tangles get pulled aggressively, causing 
hair breakage.

• We recommend starting a few inches off the bottom andslowly working your 
way up the hair length in small sectionsand short strokes to remove hair tangles 
and knots.

• Detangle the knots from the mid part of your hair and thenrun a comb through 
scalp to prevent hair fall and hairbreakage.
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Say No to Heat Styling !

Yup, it goes without saying – say no to heat! Heatdamages your hair permanently. 
Although heat damagecan be temporarily fixed but it can never be reversed.

• Heat messes your natural hair texture and stripsyour scalp off of the natural 
oils which are necessaryfor shiny hair.

• If you want complete hair detox, stop using anyform of heating tools for a 
month and you willnotice the difference.

• High or excessive heat can permanently break the S-S or disulfide bonds within 
hair strands that give hairits strength along with protein cross-links.

• In simpler words – hair loss, drier hair over time,split ends, dull hair. When 
styling or drying hairwithout a blow dried feels inevitable always use it onthe 
cool air setting!
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Loosen Up those Locks, Go Chemical Free
and Embrace the Natural Beauty of Your 

Hair

• Apart from steering clear of heat styling tools, puttingyour hair up in a tight 
ponytail or a bun can pull yourstrands from the scalp.

• Tight hairdos literally suffocates hair and leads tobreakage, not only from the 
scalp but also partialbreakage of the strands.

• These hairstyles may cause constant headaches and lossof strength in the locks. 
Balding, patchy hair and recedinghairlines can be a result of it in extreme cases.

• The trend of getting hair chemically straightened,perming, smoothening, etc. 
is in hugely popular. Howeverits not natural and over a span of weeks you 
startnoticing the disadvantages of it. Hair fall takes the crownin this category.

• Stay away from such chemically induced treatments andstick to embracing and 
enhancing your natural mane. Once you nurture and nourish your hair with 
naturaloils, herbs and hair colors you will never feel likeusing chemicals as 
you will see the magic for your self!
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Chapter 4

Chemical Free 
Natural Hair 

Cleansing Recipes
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The Viscious Cycle of Shampooing with
Chemicals and Detergents

Hair cleansing is a part of our day-to-day life and we all know the necessity of giving 
our hair a clean surface to grow on. But do we really understand the damaging 
impacts of the harsh chemical based shampoos on our hair and body health? The 
word “Shampoo” itself infact comes form the original root word “champi” and 
we all know for sure that the chemically infused bottled shampoo is a far far cry 
away from the herbal oil infused essence of champi!!!

This handbook has therefore been created to not just give quick fixes to hair care 
issues but is mainly a guidebook on how to move away from chemical based hair 
care products to 100% natural , herbal hair care and take your own health in hour 
hands! Throughout this handbook, we keep referring to the crucial importance 
of embracing 100% natural hair care and natural DIYs with easily accessible 
ingredients – why ?

A Walk down memory lane ....
Well, let us take you back to the times of your grandmother or great grandmother. 
We often see in their old pictures how they had naturally long healthy hair, which 
now seems humanly impossible for us to do. When asked about the secret to 
their record-breaking locks, the words we would hear repetitively are – Shikakai, 
Reetha, Amla and other herbs and oils which most of us haven’t seen or even 
used in their raw, real form in our lives - yet!

How did we get here really?
Well, it surely happened slowly but surely enough with the industrial age coming 
in where more and more chemical laden cleansers started being advertised, 
we slowly but surely began losing the real essence of hair care. We got carried 
away by the advertisements and the “benefits” being marketed by the shampoo 
industry , maybe even bargaining convinience and glamour for authenticity and 
real health!!!
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Returning to Our Rich Herbal Ancestry
and Chemical Free Roots

In present times while there is an increasing awareness of the disadvantages of 
using chemically based shampoos and hair cleansers for our hair, there has also 
been a very misleading and huge influx in the green and natural shampoo market 
where chemicals are still being infused into shampoos but now being hidden 
behind the garb of exotic natural and herbal products.

The high and low on our shampoo industry is this ---- anything coming in a 
foaming liquid solution form in a bottle with a long shelf life has lots and lots of 
highly dangerous chemicals even if they proclaim to be paraben and sulphate 
free.

Only whole or powdered herbs which are free of chemical preservatives and 
closest to their natural form are authentically chemical free – which brings us 
back to our ancestors and their beautiful wisdom of natural hair care.

So whether as a collective we all got brain washed and eye washed by the 
glittering modern shampoo industry or we bargained convenience for health, but 
the damage is right inside and around us all that matters now is that we go back 
to simpler, real and natural living for our own health’s sake and for our little ones 
– as we embrace natural hair care rituals, we will reopen the way for our younger 
generations, to reconnect to their roots and see what herbs actually look like and 
once again experience the healing powers of natural herbal cleansers !
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How To Wash Hair Naturally , Chemical
Free , without Shampoos

Yes, washing hair without a shampoo is not just possible but way more beneficial 
for you , especially if you are serious about fixing your hair issues! Most of the 
shampoos available in the market contains sulphates, parabens, silicone, 
alcohols, artificial fragrances and colors and contribute not only to outer hair 
damage but their long term use has been scietifically proven to be pose hormonal 
and carcinogenic danger. By using natural ingredients you are protecting not just 
your hair but also your overall health. Promoting real herbal
solutions to hair and skin problems is what will keep our society healthy, happy, 
and disease-free.

In the following pages we are sharing homemade diy recipes which will help you 
replace chemical based shampoos with the wholesome goodness of mother 
nature’s natural and herbal bounty.

These hair cleanser recipes are natural, herbal and made from ingredients available 
in your kitchen or backyard and best of all when you start using them they will 
resolve most of your hair problems and nourish your hair back to their original 
health and vitality!
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Besan (Chickpea) Hair Cleanser

Chickpeas have a high amount of folate and folate plays an important role in 
hair growth by renewing the cells that aid in hair growth. The good source of 
protein also helps strengthen the hair’s cuticle. The vitamin A and zinc work 
together to prevent dandruff and hair loss.

Ingredients:
• Chickpea flour (besan)
• Half a Lemon/Orange
• Water
• Wild Honey
• Olive or coconut oil (for dry hair)

Instructions:

Put about three heaped teaspoons of gram flour in a bowl. Use more if you have 
long hair.

1. Mix this with enough water to get a smooth, lump-free mixture. Don’t make it 
too runny or it won’t serve the purpose.

2. Make the citrus rinse by mixing a mug of water and the juice of half an orange 
or half a lemon. If your hair is very coarse, add a spoon of raw honey.

3. Take the chickpea mix and the citrus rinse to the shower.
4. Wet your hair and scalp thoroughly.
5. Apply it on your scalp and hair, and massage it well.
6. Leave it on for 30 seconds to a minute.
7. Pour the citrus rinse over your hair and massage through hair and scalp.
8. Rinse thoroughly with clean water.
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DIY Amla, Reetha and Shikakai Hair Wash

Reetha is a wonderful and gentle natural cleanser and helps balance the scalps 
and hairs ph. Amla is anti-greying and strengthens hair follicles. Shikakai can 
help curb hair loss by restoring scalp health and due to it silky properties
detangles your hair gently.

Ingredients:
• 6 reetha pods
• 6 pieces of shikakai
• Fine chopped amla

Instructions:

1. To make the shampoo, soak 6 reetha pods, 6 pieces of shikakai and some 
chopped raw amla without the pits in half a liter of water.

2. Leave it to soak overnight and the next morning, heat the mixture till it just 
reaches boiling point.

3. Let the mixture cool and grind it using a blender.
4. Strain the mixture till all the liquid is collected in a glass bottle.
5. This liquid can be used just like a regular shampoo minus all the chemicals.

You can store this cleanser in the fridge for upto 3-4 weeks
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Methi (Fenugreek) Hair Cleanser

Fenugreek seeds are a rich source of iron and protein — two essential nutrients 
for hair growth. They also contain a unique composition of plant compounds, 
including flavonoids and saponins. These compounds are presumed to induce 
hair growth and resolve dandruff due to their anti-inflammatory and antifungal 
effects.

Ingredients:
• Fenugreek seeds
• Water

Instructions:

1. Soak seeds in sufficient water overnight
2. Drain and grind methi seeds to a fine paste
3. Add enough water to make a cream like consistency
4. Apply the methi hair cleanser all over wet hair and gently massage it into the 

scalp.
5. Leave on for a few minutes before washing off.
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Hibiscus Leaves Hair Cleanser

Hibiscus leaves and flowers are both rich in amino acids that nourish your 
hair, strengthen your roots, and keep your locks lustrous and healthy. This 
plant also has natural saponins which condition and cleanse hair gently.

Ingredients:
• 15 hibiscus leaves
• 5 hibiscus flowers
• Gram flour (optional)

Instructions:

1. Simply take about 15 Hibiscus leaves and 5 Hibiscus flowers.
2. Boil them in water and grind to make a paste.
3. To this paste, add gram flour
4. Use the paste on wet hair from scalp to tip masssaging gently
5. Rinse off after five minutes
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Multani Mitti (Bentonite Clay) Detox
Cleanser

The rich mineral content of Multani Mitti not just promises a healthier scalp, but 
also works to nourish and protect the hair from the follicles to the tips.

Ingredients:
• ¼ - ½ cup filtered water
• 1 Tbsp. Bentonite clay
• 1 tsp. Coconut oil (for dry hairl)
• 1 Tbsp. Apple cider vinegar (for frizzy hair)

Instructions:

1. Combine all the ingredients in a non-metal bowl and mix until it forms a paste.
2. These measurements are made exactly for one-time use.
3. You can also double or triple the ingredients and store the extra in a glass jar.
4. When you’re ready, massage the cleanser thoroughly into your wet hair.
5. Let it sit for 3-5 minutes, then wash out.
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Natural Hair Cleansing Practices to 
Prevent Hair loss, Breakage, Split Ends and 

Dandruff

• Extreme Scalp dryness can lead to dandruff and loosened follicles which will, 
in turn, lead to hair loss and more scalp flaking. It is highly recommended that 
you oil your hair with natural oils before washing to get rid of scalp dryness, 
especially in winters.

• Use a wide toothed comb and detangle your hair before you wash them to 
avoid any split ends and roughness while shampooing.

• Do not rub your hair strands against each other vigorously during washing 
them. Instead, go in slow circular motions and apply the shampoo with your 
fingertips.

• Always use natural, chemical-free ingredients to wash your hair.
• Allow your hair to air dry as it is gives you hair a natural volume without making 

them static.
• If you choose to use a blow dryer then always make sure it is set up on the cold 

air setting as this minimizes the damage done to hair.
• We recommended that you apply some aloe vera gel to your hair which acts as 

protective layer before you use a blow dryer.
• Remember to finger comb your hair while drying it, not only to avoid any 

tangles but also to distribute the natural oils evenly throughout the lengths 
for that shine.

• Make sure to be very careful as wet hair tends to be vulnerable to breakage 
and split ends.

• Instead of using a towel to dry your hair, use a soft cotton t-shirt. Towels tends 
to be rough and thick which pull at the strands when they are already sensitive. 
A t-shirt is made of thin soft fabric hence is soft on the hair. This method helps 
to minimize damage and gives the hair a bounce.
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Chapter 5

Natural Ways to
Condition Hair to 

Avoid Dryness and 
Frizz
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There is no Genie in our Modern Day 
Conditioner Bottle!

A few decades ago we had never heard or seen the exotic something called a 
“conditioner”. However, as soon as it was being marketed as the reason our hair 
will stay hydrated and look shiny, there was a surge in its demand for it. But have 
we ever paused and wondered on the irony of our modern times when we have 
left behind the real and genuine Conditioner aka Hair Oils and fallen for bottled 
chemical infused solutions?

Truth be told, the chemical conditioners that we use are doing more damage than 
cure. These bottled haor softeners and protectors contains sulphates and silicones 
which make the hair visually appear healthy but internally ruin them.

Also, the superficial smoothness doesn’t last for more than 2 days and your hair 
ends up getting stickier over time. This makes us want to wash our hair more than 
needed and strips off the natural moisture in them which in turn, we try to regain 
by using the conditioners! 

In this chapter we will focus on making your hair look super glossy and healthy, 
inside out. We will provide you with different methods of naturally conditioning 
your hair, before or after a shower, and avoid any dryness or frizz in the future. 
But before that lets breakdown the carefully and smartly packaged ingredients 
that are found inside the modern day “Conditioner”
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Decoding the Chemicals and Toxins Lurking 
Inside Conditioner Bottles

Conditioners are always advertised as the products which will instantly make your 
hair feel softer and look shinier. These catchy phrases and slogans lure customers 
to buy the product, thinking that they would achieve the ultimate hair texture. Of 
course, it helps on the first wash your hair looks more put together. However, 
over a period of time, the hair deteriorates little by little. Want to know why? It’s 
the ingredients inside the prettylooking bottle which do the damage. These are 
the most commonly found chemicals inside conditioners which do more damage 
than good:

Silicone: Silicone just gives the illusion of healthy hair by providing a fake shine. It 
keeps moisture from getting into your hair over time. This can lead to brittle hair 
with a lot of breakage and hair loss over time.

Sodium Lauryl Sulfate/Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLS): Commonly found surfactant, 
these are also insecticides and pose carcinogenic threat to humans. While the 
real dangers are slow and very subtle, hair loss, scalp issues and frizz are some of 
the immediate side effects.

Parabens: Parabens are preservatives which are added to increase the shelf life of 
almost all body care products including conditioners. Parabens (Butyl, propyl and 
ethyl parabens) are known to mimic the function of hormone estrogen (female 
hormone responsible for reproductive functions) and can increase the risk of 
breast cancer.

Iso-propyl alcohol: Iso-propyl alcohol can cause brittleness of hair by sucking the 
moisture out. This leads to premature greying as well as balding in those with a 
sensitive scalp.

Fragrance: Hair care companies are smart enough to not reveal the exact 
ingredients used to get the desired “floral and fruity” fragrance to their products. 
Synthetic fragrances may cause cancers, reproductive issues or asthma attacks. 
Some fragrances can affect the scalp and lead to hair loss.

Are there any alternatives to these chemicals? Is there a way to deeply nourish your 
hair without having to deal with the repercussions of using bottled conditioners? 
The answer of course is a big resounding yes !
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Fact Check - Our Traditional Oils are the 
REAL Hair Conditionners !

Yes - our ancestors have been conditionning the hair - the right way all along - 
with oils ! Oiling our hair is not just one of the best ways to keep the scalp and hair 
healthy but also protects the hair shafts from damage and breakage --- without 
any harsh chemicals! Here is a step by step guide to Oiling aka conditioning your 
Hair Correctly

1. Pour a teaspoon of oil into a small bowl. Always start with a small quantity – 
you often need less than you think.

2. Dip a ball of cotton into the oil, squeeze to remove any excess and rub it gently 
along the scalp.

3. Use the pads of your fingertips (not nails) to massage the oil in gently, using 
circular motions. Remember the backs of the ears and back of the head.

4. Divide hair into two parts and place each part in front of either shoulder. Start 
with one section at a time.

5. Apply some oil to your palm, and apply along the length of the hair, paying 
special attention to the dry ends.

6. Repeat on the other section. If your hair is very thick, divide it into four sections.
7. Hair is fragile right after oiling, so tie it up gently in a loose knot till it’s time to 

wash.
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Pre-Shampoo Conditioning Routine
We have been told since childhood that we should oil our hair before washing 
them. The reason behind that is simple – it conditions your hair. We buy all these 
chemical conditioners thinking that they would provide the nourishment that our 
hair needs but we fail to look around. We have conditioners present everywhere 
around us especially in the form of oils.

Generally, it is recommended that you oil your hair an hour before or even 
overnight before washing them. This helps the oils to get absorbed deeply into 
in the scalp as well as along the lengths of the strands. In our hectic routines, you 
can even massage oil into your scalp right before shampooing as long as
your are conditionning naturally!

The choice of hair oil you want to use can be based on your hair type and seasonal 
changes. Light oils do well for fine hair while medium and dense oils are great 
for thick or coarse hair as well as when you feel that your locks need some reall 
good deep moisturising! You can also blend two or three oils along with herbs. All 
oils that have been traditionally used for hair care are deeply beneficial but we 
need to make sure that they are pure or origin and not infused in chemical based 
perfumes, carriers and mineral oils.

Coconut oil is gently nourishing as well as anti fungal and anti bacterial in nature.

Almond oil is rich in vitamin B-7, or biotin, so almond oil helps to keep hair healthy 
and strong and also gets absrobed real well. 

Amla oil is rich in Vitamin C, Vitamin E, and antioxidants, all of which contribute 
to cellular regeneration and promote healthy circulation to the blood vessels in 
the scalp.

Research has found out that olive oil is a major contributor to hair nourishment. 
The oil has a moisturizing effect on hair by penetrating deep in the hair shaft and 
preserving moisture.

Applying heavy oils like Castor, Gingelly or Mustard oil to the hair on a regular 
basis helps lubricate the hair shaft, increasing flexibility and decreasing the chance 
of breakage.
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2 Ingredient Hair Masks for Deep Conditioning

Using natural chemical free hair masks made up of simple kitchen and back yard 
ingredients can serve to be one of the most nourishing and healthy hair care 
rituals! Here are three of our most loved deep conditionning hair masks for all 
hair types:

Hibiscus Fenugreek Hair Mask
Ingredients: 10-15 hibiscus leaves &1 tbsp fenugreek seeds

Soak the fenugreek seeds overnight for about 8 hours.Grind the seeds with 
hibiscus leaves with some water to make it into a thick paste. Massage it all over 
the scalp and hair thoroughly. Leave the mask on for 30 minutes and then rinse 
off with lukewarm water.
Hibiscus and fenugreek have vitamin A. C and K along with folic acid which 
makes them heroes in fighting against hair fall!

Banana Honey Hair Mask
Ingredients:1 ripe medium size banana &1 tbsp wild honey

Mash the banana till smooth.Mix in the honey to form a thick paste. If its too 
thick, you can add some more honey or coconut oil in it. Apply all over your hair 
and leave it in for 20-30 minutes before washing off with mild shampoo.
The super hydrating properties of banana and wild honey makes hair gorgeously 
soft, shiny and frizz free!

Olive Oil Yoghurt Hair Mask
Ingredients:1 tbsp olive oil & ½ cup yogurt

Whisk the ingredients together thoroughly to form a smooth paste. Apply on hair 
length and scalp and wrap with an old cotton t shirt or a shower cap.Wash your 
hair with a mild shampoo after 45 minutes.
Olive oil and yoghurt when blended together and applied on hair as a hydrating 
mask can repair damaged hair and also heal the hair cuticles magically.
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Chapter 6

Natural Ways to
Stop Hair Fall
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Role of Nutrition and Hydration in Hair Loss

Focusing on the outer hair health is great but once you start incorporating the 
right kind of food in your daily meals, you will notice a bigger difference especially 
when it comes to tackling hair loss. Hair cells are the second fastest growing cells 
of our body. However, our body prioritizes its nutrition at the end as there are 
far more important organs to take care of. It might happen that sometimes the 
amount of nutrition you consume may not even reach the hair cells to help them 
growth! This in turn causes nutritional imbalance in our body and the first sign 
of that would be losing your hair.

Your hair cells, as well as the cells throughout your body, need a balance of proteins, 
complex carbohydrates, iron, vitamins and minerals to function at their best. Hair 
is mainly made up of protein called keratin. Biotin is essential for the production of 
a hair protein called keratin, which is why biotin supplements are often marketed 
for hair growth. Therefore, a diet with protein and good carbohydrates would be 
helpful.

Along with good nutrition, make sure to hydrate yourself. Drink approximately 
1.5-2 liters of water a day depending on your weight, activity level and climate.
Your scalp, just like your skin, can become dehydrated, making for a poor growing 
environment. By following all these healthy eating patterns, your hair will be 
healthy inside out in just a matter of few weeks!
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Best Foods to Stop Hair Loss

Fruits: Fruits contain a number of antioxidants which directly strengthen the roots 
of the hair. It also helps the body to absorb iron better and produce collagen, a 
protein which builds hair shafts and prevents hair loss.

Leafy Vegetables: Dark leafy greens are full of nutrients which can stop hair loss 
completely if consumed regularly along with embracing natural and chemical 
free hair care rituals. One cup of cooked spinach contains about 6 milligrams of 
iron, a nutrient that is important for strong, healthy hair. Vitamin A is another 
important nutrient found in leafy greens which helps your body make sebum, an 
oil that protects hair by moisturizing the scalp.

Nuts and Seeds: Vitamin E, zinc, selenium, and omega-3 fatty acids are a few 
important nutrients present in nuts and seeds when it comes to hair health. Zinc 
and selenium are essential trace elements that your body can’t make, so it’s 
important to get them through foods like nuts and seeds. These trace elements 
are important for hair growth, and being deficient in them may lead to hair loss.

Fatty Fish - Fatty fish are a good source of protein, selenium, vitamin B and ssential 
fatty acids including omega-3 and vitamin D. All of these components promote 
healthy hair growth.

Eggs:- Eggs are a great source of protein, which is important for preventing hair 
loss. A low-protein diet puts hair growth in a “resting” phase, which can lead to 
hair loss and less hair growth. Eggs act as multivitamins for everyone and some 
of these help in healthy hair health including selenium, biotin, protein and zinc.
Eating egg whites only without the yolk may predispose you to biotin deficiency.
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Major Hair Loss Culprits -- Chemicals In
Hair Products

It is a well-known fact that most of the products you find in a store or online 
contain large quantities of various chemicals. In fact, chemicals are the only 
constant ingredients in these products, irrespective of whether they are marketed 
as natural or not. One should know that while searching for a good hair product 
which claims to tackle all your problems related to hair, they should make sure to 
check the ingredients which go into that sleek bottle.

If you research a bit then you will know that the contents of shampoos, 
conditioners, hair oils, masks, serums, etc. are not only harmful from the outside 
but may cause some pretty serious health issues, sometimes chronic.

Store bought hair products contain Sulphates, Parabens, artificial colors and 
fragrances along with many other chemicals which deteriorate your hair health. 
Research has shown that various chemicals lurking inside shampoos may induce 
hair follicle damage that can lead to hair loss. The products which are branded as 
“SLS free” or “Herbal” have no herbal value in them and they are definitely not 
chemical free!
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Most Commonly Found Toxins In Daily Hair
Care Products that Cause Hair Loss

Phthalates which is a chemical to help fragrances last longer, are carcinogenic 
in nature and cause various health problems such as nausea, problems in the 
reproductive system, and hormonal disorders. If your shampoo or conditioner 
contains added fragrance, then it is likely to contain Phthalates as well.

Silicone present in most cleansers prevents moisture and nutrition from 
penetrating the hair shaft and thus makes your hair brittle, dry and of course 
prone to excessive hair fall.

Sodium chloride, is a thickening agent in shampoos which damages the cuticle 
of hair and is a skin irritant.

Triclosan is used as an anti-bacterial and anti-fungal agent in shampoos which 
causes skin allergies and interferes with thyroid metabolism. Apart from hair 
loss, this chemical may also cause asthma and eczema in children.

SLS (Sodium Lauryl Sulphate) dries the hair shaft, clogs hair follicles and induces 
hair loss. It is toxic in nature and also affects the immune system of the body and 
may cause respiratory problems.

Parabens are a potential breast cancer causing agent found in almost all bottled 
shampoos. Ofcourse its not so subtle effect is primarily hair fall.

Mineral oil is present in almost all “herbal naturally derived” oils which may 
cause an allergic reaction on the scalpthereby leading to hair fall.

Hair Dyes even the ones branded as gentle are never the natural kind. They are 
packed with the strongest of chemicals which create long lasting damage to hair 
follicles and shafts leading to balding and hair loss.

The only way to curb the usage and supply of chemical filled hair care products 
is to lower the demand for it. The companies are smart enough to devise new 
strategies to sell their products, but we should keep in mind that they’re doing
more harm to our hair than good. So, as consumers let’s say no to chemical hair 
products and treatments and focus on using 100% natural authentic products.
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Common Mistakes that lead to Hair Fall

Apart from major issues discussed earlier, there are a few mistakes we all make 
which may cause us to lose our hair :

• Washing hair with hot water.
• Shampooing hair more than required or every day.
• Wearing a tight ponytail all the time pulls your hair from the follicles thus, 

causing them to fall off.
• Using excessive heat on your hair without using heat protectant.
• Chemically treating hair like dyeing, perming, smoothening, etc.
• Constantly wearing hair accessories like hair bands, hats, caps, etc.
• Pulling and being rough on your tresses while washing and drying them.
• Detangling wet hair with narrow toothed comb or brush.
• Not drinking enough water and restricting one’s dietary needs

Once you start paying attention to these smaller details, you will get good results 
out of all the diet and hair regime you will follow. Slacking in any one department 
may not give as good results as expected. Be vigilant while handling your hair and 
take good care of them!
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Chapter 7

Natural Remedies 
for Greying Hair
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Greying is a Natural Part of Ageing but not
Pre-Mature Greying!

Right at the onset we would like to make it clear that this chapter is mainly about 
the causes and natural solutions to Premature Greying of hair and not age related 
natural greying which is in fact a healthy sign of ageing. Honestly, grey hair is 
not weak or unhealthy. Look at your grandmother’s hair, isn’t it still in the best 
condition in spite of the greying? It’s because they haven’t been touched up by 
any harmful third-party products to revoke their jet-black color. It is a myth that 
grey hair tends to be thinner, weaker, more prone to breakage. The only difference 
between healthy black hair and grey hair is the color!

According to a research by Harvard, in humans, most gray hair is not related to 
stress. In fact, hair doesn’t actually “turn” gray at all. Once a hair follicle produces 
hair, the color is set. If a single strand of hair starts out brown (or black), it is never 
going to change its color (unless you color your hair). Your hair
follicles produce less color as they age, so when hair goes through its natural cycle 
of dying and being regenerated, it’s more likely to grow in as gray beginning after 
age 35. Genetics can play a role in this as well.

Going grey with age is natural and authentic in its own. It is a natural part of your 
life and there is nothing embarrassing about it. Neither is coloring hair of course 
but using dangerous toxins to cover them up and in turn compromising your hair’s 
and body’s health is a vicious cycle that we need to put an end to. And yes there 
are healthy natural alternatives to chemical dyes of course , we just have to 
look back to our ancestors . We will cover natural hair color recipes later in this 
chapter, but before we need to talk about the most common hair problem of 
these times - pre mature greying.
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Causes of Premature Greying

Spotting a strand of grey hair in our 20s can be alarming for most of us. It is a sad 
fact that it can become so common for the youth to have salt pepper hair. While 
greying of hair is caused when our hair follicles cease to produce melanin — the 
pigment that gives hair its color, the reasons for the early onset of this remains a 
major worry for most.  Premature greying can be caused by multiple things right 
from your lifestyle choices, chemical exposures to major issues health-related 
issues.

I.Vitamin Deficiencies - Any deficiencies of vitamin B-6, B-12, biotin, vitamin D, or 
vitamin E can contribute to premature graying. In a study, it was found that low 
levels of serum ferritin, which stores iron in the body, vitamin B-12, and the good 
cholesterol HDL-C were common in participants with premature hair graying.

II.Genetics - Genetics plays a huge part in determining whether or not you will 
fall victim to premature greying and there is almost nothing you can do about it. 
If your parents and ancestors had premature greying in their early years then you 
are most likely to go through the same.

III.Oxidative stress - Oxidative stress caused by external factors like chemicals 
in products , pollution, UV rays or emotional trauma is another reason for 
premature greying in young adults.

IV.Underlying medical conditions - Some medical conditions, including 
autoimmune diseases, may increase a person’s risk for graying early. Thyroid 
disease, vitiligo, pernicious anemia and alopecia areata are some of the conditions 
that may influence premature greying.

V.Stress and Smoking - Hypertension, stress, and anxiety are leading causes of 
premature greying of hair. Smoking leads to free radicals being formed in the 
body. These free radicals cause oxidative stress, leading to decreased melanin, 
which promotes greying of hair.
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Ways to Stop Premature Greying

Get the Right Nutrition – Vitamins such as Biotin, B-12, A, D, E and the following 
minerals: zinc, iron, copper, magnesium and selenium are most essential to avoid 
pre mature greying. So ensure your diet contains enough quantities of whole 
grains, green leafy vegetables, mushrooms, seeds and nuts , eggs, seafood, meat 
and dairy products like milk, cheese and yogurt.

Hydrate Yourself -Along with eating, it’s also important to drink right to stop 
premature greying! Ensuring you drink enough water will keep your hair and scalp 
hydrated and healthy.

Give Yourself a Regular Scalp Massage - Done right, a scalp massage can remove 
toxins, stimulate the hormones and avoid pre mature greying. Apart from virgin 
oils, you can also boil some amla in coconut oil and store the oil after straining. 
Other common oils used for tackling greying of hair are black seed oil, almond oil, 
castor oil, mustard oil and sesame oil.

Opt for Herbal Deep Conditioning - There are many hair masks that can be made 
at home to tackle grey hair. While amla is great in juice, it can also be used in a 
hair mask. Mix amla powder with just enough water or lime juice to make a paste. 
Alternately, mix shikakai powder in yogurt to make a paste and apply. Onion juice 
is another popular remedy for grey hair. Mix equal parts of onion juice and lemon 
juice and apply over scalp and hair.

Ditch the Chemicals and Go Natural - We know that one of the biggest reasons 
your hair is going grey before its time is because of the products you use. All those 
parabens and sulfates are not doing your mane any favors, so the alternative is to 
use natural, non-toxic hair products including shampoos, conditionners, hair oils 
and yes even hair dyes!
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Herbs for Anti-Greying
As far as greying of hair goes, don’t open those harmful chemical bottles so soon. 
Help is right in your kitchen. Yes, it is possible to resolve grey hair naturally.
Instead of going through several chemical treatments to cover up your greys 
we suggest you make use of natural herbal remedies – which will not just add 
earthy tones but also make your hair healthy and strong !

Black Tea has caffeine which is loaded with anti-oxidants. While adding a natural 
dark hue to the hair, stimulates hair growth and strengthens it giving it a shine.
Boil a cup of water with 2 tbsps. of black tea and a tsp of salt. Cool and apply 
generously on freshly washed hair. Allow drying. Repeat regularly to darken grey 
strands.

Curry leaves are full of Vitamin B and help to restore the pigment melamine in 
the hair follicles and prevent further greying. It is a rich source of Beta-Keratin and 
also prevents hair fall. Boil equal parts of curry leaves and oil till the leaves turn 
black. Cool, strain and store. Massage into hair 2-3 times a week. Leave overnight.

Amla/Indian gooseberry is a herbal supplement recognized for reversing 
premature graying by promoting pigmentation. Its effectiveness is believed to 
be because the gooseberry is rich in antioxidants and anti-aging properties. Add 
Amla to your hair packs and oil regularly for best results! 

Bhringraj contains active ingredients which are extremely beneficial in maintaining 
the natural color of hair and preventing premature greying. Regularly use Bhringraj 
oil with amla oil to prevent premature graying of hair.

Mustard is Rich in antioxidants, selenium and healthy fats, and nourishes the hair 
giving it a natural shine and strength. 
Use as an oil , especially in cooler months as well as use fresh leaves in your hair 
masks for its healing and anti-greying properties.
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Using Henna and Indigo for Covering Greys
Hair coloring with Henna and Indigo powder is a two-step process, usually done 
over two days – henna on the first day and indigo on the next. Like everything 
natural, this process does take time and is not a quick fix like chemical dyes , but 
these herbs impart a beautiful color and also make the hair healthy and strong 
like never before!

What you need:
Organic Indigo powder – 200 g for shoulder length hair (increase or decrease by 
100 g based on length of hair)
Organic Henna powder – same quantity as indigo powder
Salt – 1 tsp
Lemon juice – 1 tbsp
Freshly brewed black tea, strained

Method:
Mix the henna in the black tea to make a smooth paste and add the lemon juice. 
If you have dry hair, you can also add a teaspoon of coconut oil. 
The paste should not be too runny. 
Cover the bowl with plastic wrap and leave overnight. 
Ensure your hair is clean and dry before you begin next day 
Apply a thick cream on your ears and along your hairline to prevent your skin from 
staining. 
Drape an old towel around your shoulders to protect your neck and your clothes. 
Put on gloves.Separate your hair into small sections and apply the henna with a 
brush, working from the root to the end.
When done,massage any leftover henna all over your head to ensure you don’t 
miss a spot. Cover your head with a shower cap and leave it for 4-5 hours. Wash off 
with plain water – do not use shampoo. Ensure all the henna has been thoroughly 
rinsed off. Dry hair naturally. 

The next day, when you’re ready to apply, mix the indigo powder in enough warm 
(not hot) water to get a smooth, thick paste. Add a teaspoon of salt and leave it 
for about half an hour. If it hardens after this time, loosen it up with a little warm 
water. Apply the indigo paste all over and cover the hair in a shower cap and 
leave for 2-3 hours. Wash off with cool, plain water – not shampoo. Dry your hair 
naturally.Wait for at least 2 days before oiling your hair and at least 3 days before 
shampooing it.
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Chapter 8

Hair Oiling 101 for
Healthy and 
Strong Hair
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Champi - The Age Old Oiling Ritual
We have all come across the word “champi” more than once in our life. Our 
mother, grandmother and greater ancestors swear by this ayurvedic regime of 
massaging the scalp, shoulder and neck with warm oil. Historically this method 
was practiced the night before washing your hair. It is a very simple and easy 
technique to boost circulation throughout the scalp. Champi usually is carried 
out by massaging warm, herb-infused or aromatic oils along the roots of your 
hair. It deeply conditions the hair by getting deeply absorbed into the pores, 
making the hair lustrous and providing optimum hydration. It reduces hair loss 
by increasing the supply of nutrients to the scalp and also restricts problems like 
dandruff and dry scalp. Head massage puts a barrier on premature greying by 
protecting against sun/UV damage. It not only has physical benefits for the hair 
but is also proven to relieve stress by calming the nervous system. It heightens 
concentration, eases insomnia and stimulates the lymphatic system to drain out 
the toxins.

Reverse the Chemical Cycle - Choose Pure Oil Sources
 
Nowadays no one bothers to oil their hair and we choose to rely on chemical hair 
masks for hydration. 

Even if we do oil our hair , we tend to use the oils in the markets which have more 
mineral oils in them which completely cancels out the small percent of pure oils 
present in them.

They tend to be sticky and form a layer on your scalp instead of getting absorbed 
in the follicles. In that case, do some research and find out the best cold pressed 
oils available around you.

These oils are derived naturally through a wooden oil pressing device, directly 
from the desired herb or nuts. In India, there are many such local vendors who 
make and sell pure oils to the masses. Once you start oiling your hair at least twice 
a week with pure cold-pressed oil, you will see a noticeable difference in your hair 
growth and also stress levels.
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Best Oils for Hair

Coconut oil is a light oil and works best for thin hair when used twice a week 
before hair wash.

Sesame oil is ideal for battling hair loss or hair thinning and is known to even 
improve small, bald patches, or areas of thinning hair.

Sweet Almond oil makes hair stronger and less prone to split ends. This oil contains 
high amounts of vitamin E, which is a natural antioxidant.

Mustard oil encourages hair growth while also keeping premature greying at bay.

Jojoba oil is a natural sealant therefore it seals and locks in the moisture which is 
much-needed for frizzy hair.

Olive oil adds softness and strengthens hair by penetrating the hair shaft and 
preserving moisture.

Castor oil works best for dry and damaged hair as it tends to be heavy and deeply 
conditioning. It has proven to increase blood circulation in the scalp further 
inhibiting hair growth.

Herb infused oils have been a part of our culture since ancient times. As the 
name suggests, a pure oil base is infused with different medicinal herbs like 
Bhringraj, Amla, Curry leaves and other herbs which are known to promote hair 
growth. Herb-infused oils work as an all-rounder treatment for all hair types. We 
will go in depth about these oils in following pages.

We have also spoken in detail about the best oils based on hair types in Chapter 2 
as well as the best way to apply oil for conditionning hair in Chapter 5!
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Use Oils Effectively for Best Results!

In this section let us dive into the different ways you can use oils effectively for 
your hair and get the desired result.

Oiling can be done overnight as well as an hour before shampooing depending 
upon your preference. Both are beneficial.

Heavy oils like castor oil can be used once a week by people who have curly and 
dry hair.

Warm oil penetrates the hair and scalp more easily and is more soothing too.

Rule number 1 is to always comb out your hair, make it tangle-free, and then 
start massaging oil gently.

Two oils are better than one. Mix up your favorite oils to get the goodness of both 
of them.

Wrap your hair with a hot damp towel after oiling it before a hair wash to open up 
the follicles and help the oil to penetrate deeper in the roots.

Always go easy on your hair oil bottle. Applying too much oil to your hair means 
you’d have to use extra shampoo to wash it off. This will strip away your hair’s 
natural oils along with the excess oil you’re attempting to get off.

Regular oiling may prevent hair from the damage caused by pollution and chemicals 
present in shampoo. It may also increase moisture, luster, and shine, and possibly 
preventing hair loss.
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Best DIY Hair Oil Recipes

Anti - Hair Fall Onion Oil

Ingredients:

• 1 cup sesame oil
• 1/4th cup peel small red onion

Procedure:

• In a mortar and pestle pound the onion till they release the natural juices and 
turn into a semi-paste form.

• Heat a heavy bottom pan on low flame and add the sesame oil followed by the 
onion paste.

• Mix the onion into the oil really well and keep stirring on a gentle flame.
• The onions will bubble and splutter so continue cooking the onions till the 

spluttering has stopped.
• When the onions have turned golden brown, turn off the heat.
• Once the oil has cooled down, strain the oil.
• You can store your homemade anti-hair fall onion oil in a glass jar for up to 6 

months.
• It is best used as a pre-shampoo treatment. Apply it once a week from root to 

tips and you will see a remarkable reduction in hair fall within a month
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Kalonji Oil for Thinning Hair and Bald
Patches

Ingredients:

• 1 tablespoon of kalonji seeds(powdered)
• 1 tablespoons of fenugreek or methi seeds (powdered)
• 1 cup any pure oil like coconut, almond, sesame oil.

Procedure:

• Take one cup of pure oil and add powdered seeds to it.
• Using an air tight glass jar, the jar with the mixture in sunlight
• for 2 to 3 weeks and away from moisture.
• After 3 weeks, strain out the liquid oil into a glass bottle and
• use this as a pre-shampoo treatment to tackle heavy hair fall.

Within a month, you will see visible results.
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Anti- Greying Amla Oil

Ingredients:

• 2-3 medium size Amla fruit
• 1 tablespoon fenugreek Powder
• 2 tablespoons coconut oil

Procedure:

• Heat the flesh of 2-3 medium amla fruits with 1 tablespoon methi powder in 2 
tablespoons of coconut oil.

• Strain the oil once the mixture is heated and let it cool a bit.
• Apply this strained mixture as an overnight treatment once a week to tackle 

premature greying.
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Anti-Dandruff Aloe Vera Oil

Ingredients:

• 1 Aloe vera leaf (2 to 4 inches to make 1 cup aloe gel)
• 1 cup coconut oil

Procedure:

• Scoop the gel out of the aloe vera leaf. Be careful not to scrape up the yellow 
part of the leaf which is just below the skin of the leaf. You just want the gel 
portion to make the oil.

• Then add aloe gel to coconut oil in a bowl and mix until the gel is completely 
covered in oil.

• Let the mixture stand for 2 to 3 days covered in the refrigerator.
• After you let it rest, heat the mixture on the stove for anywhere between 10-

15 minutes. You want to keep the flame low and stir the mix frequently to 
ensure that the gel does not burn.

• Let the mixture cool down and the strain the oil to get any aloe vera gel pieces 
out. Pour the liquid into a glass bottle and store in the fridge for up to a month.

Use regularly as an over night application or keep on for two hours before 
washing off for instant dandruff relief.
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Healthy Hair Oil Blend for Kids

Ingredients:

• Sweet almond oil
• Coconut oil
• Olive oil

Procedure:

• Mix all the three oils together in equal parts and store it in a glass bottle.
• Apply this oil an hour before a head bath.

Steer clear off the prettily packaged hair oil bottles for children which list mineral 
oils in the fine print - always remember that less is more and pure cold pressed 
oils are the best when it comes to hair care rituals for kids. A simple gentle hair 
oil massage is one of the best ways to boost their natural hair growth!
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Chapter 9

Natural Hair Care
through the 

Seasons
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Returning to Real Health through
Ritucharya

For ease of understanding how hair care and the seasons are interconnected we 
can segregate our country’s climate and weather periods into three main seasons 
- summer, monsoon and winter. In summers our skin feels dehydrated, in winters 
it gets flaky and dry. Just like we change our attire seasonally, we must change our 
hair care routine too. You might have noticed that you tend to experience more 
hair fall during monsoons or extreme frizz in winters. Why do these changes 
take place and how can we avoid ruining our hair due to natural seasonal changes 
which are getting more and more extreme and challenging ---well by returning 
back to our roots.

Hair according to Ayurveda is closely related to changes in our external and 
internal environment. In the current times, our rapid-paced lifestyle is becoming 
a huge contributor in stressinduced hectic schedules and faulty dietary habits. 
All these factors create imbalances in our body along with the climatic changes 
outside. As we are getting more aware of the adverse effects of chemicals on hair, 
we are also realizing that these same practices are damaging our water, soil and 
environement at large.
Ayurveda lays out a set of seasonal guidelines known as Ritucharya, with “ritu” 
translating to “season”, and “charya” translating to “guidelines”. These guidelines 
serve as prescriptions for diet and lifestyle changes throughout the year, which 
keep us in sync with nature. Let us go through the types of diet and hair care you 
need to practice in order to keep your hair healthy all year long.
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Hair Care Essentails for the Summer Season

Following spring time, our hair can get dry and brittle during summers. In the late 
summer season, hair goes through a cleansing stage. During this weather, one can 
experience dandruff and hair fall as deep cell renewal is taking place.

• Eat lots of herbs like coriander, curry leaves and mint and drink lots of fruit 
juices especially coconut water. And most importantly keep hydrated with lots 
of good quality clean water !

• Regular oil massages are an essential during summers as the nourished follicles, 
with regular oiling promote thicker hair growth, which in turn prevents the 
accumulation of dirt and dust in your hair follicles and clogging of the hair roots 
during summer.Onion oil and neem oil work best for this season are they give 
a cooling and antibacterial effect.

• Ensure you clean your scalp and hair regularly with a natural cleanser to unclog 
your follicles from accumulated dirt during summers. However, too much hair 
washing is also not recommended as it may increase the chances of scalp 
dryness.

• One of the best ways to take care of your hair in the summer season is to 
massage your scalp and hair thoroughly with freshly extracted aloe vera gel. 
Leave it for half an hour and then clean it off with water. Follow this at least 
twice a week during summer for the best results. Aloe vera repairs your infected 
scalp or dry hair while it prevents hair loss by strengthening your hair roots.

• Make sure you cover your head with a hat or scarf when you step out in the 
sun. Thus, you can protect your scalp from UV radiations while it also aids in 
retaining moisture on your scalp. Moreover, a hat or scarf can prevent the 
damage caused by wind, particularly if your hair is more prone to tangling.
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Hair Care Essentials for the Monsoon Season

Usually, monsoon is the season when we experience more hair loss and also scalp 
infections due to the humidity in air. Your hair tends to get weirdly sticky and oily 
each time you get slightly wet in the rain.

• Boost your hair health with salads, flax seeds, leafy greens, sprouts, and 
seasonal vegetables and fruits in your diet regularly. Also, consume adequate 
water in a day to keep yourself hydrated.

• Oily scalp with greasy hair, severe dandruff, and itchiness are the most common 
hair problems you can experience during monsoon. Hair oils like pure coconut 
oil infused with neem leaves have natural anti-inflammatory and anti-
microbial properties which help you fight from different scalp infections in 
the rainy season while they strengthen your hair roots.

• Whenever you get wet in the rain, the acidic rainwater imbalances your scalp 
pH. This pushes your sebaceous glands to secrete excessive sebum, which 
makes your scalp oily and greasy while inviting various pathogens to feed on. 
Hence, make it mandatory to wash your hair thoroughly after contact with 
rainwater.

• During monsoon, hair tends to fall rapidly and heavily. To avoid excessive hair 
fall use this ayurvedic hair mask once a week. Soak 3-5 tsp of fenugreek seeds 
in water overnight and grind them the next morning into a thick and fine paste. 
Apply this pack thoroughly to your scalp and hair. Wash it thoroughly with 
normal water after 30-40 minutes.  
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Hair Care Essentials for the Winter Season

Come winter season, hair care concerns such as hair dryness, flaky scalp and hair 
fall become common problems. Lack of moisture in the air, exposure to harsh 
elements and change of temperature from heated indoors to cold outdoors can 
wreak havoc on your hair, leading to hair problems. Dry hair is prone to damage, 
breakage and gets tangled easily. Cold winter air can also result in scalp problems 
such as dandruff, dryness and itchiness.

• In winters, our bodies tend to use up a lot of energy to produce heat and maintain 
homeostasis in the body. For smooth functioning of the body incorporate more 
warm foods and healthy fats foods in your diet.

• Honey, tumeric , tulsi, ginger, ghee, dry fruits, whole grains, jaggery, cinnamon, 
saffron, sesame are all warming foods with keep your hair and body healthy in 
winters.

• Using a combination of natural oils in the dry winter months, can ensure that 
your hair and scalp get optimum benefits. Oils like almond, amla, jojoba, castor 
can be mixed and heated together and massaged into the scalp.

• One of the best ways to keep your hair healthy and conditioned naturally without 
the use of chemicals is by using a wild honey hair rinse post shampooing. Just 
mix one-part pure wild honey with four parts water and pour it over your and 
rinse off with lukewarm water.
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Chapter 10

Traditional 
Homemade Hair 

Masks for All Hair 
Problems
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Hair Masks - An Integral Part of Traditional
Ayurvedic Hair Care

Generally speaking, hair masks are used to make your hair shiny and soft, provide 
deep conditioning, reduce hair breakage and frizz, reduce environment or product 
damage and to have healthy scalp. Because of their sheer effectiveness
on hair health, we have dedicated this entire chapter to different types of hair 
masks specially curated for your hair concern, all in one place.

In Ayurveda, deep conditioning hair masks using oils and herbs has been given 
a lot of importance since ancient times. Most of these hair masks are not 
exotic but can be easily prepared at home. But due to the glitter and glamour of 
consumerism there is a lot of talk around chemical-based over-the-counter hair 
masks.

These hair masks might be doing the job for time being but as we have always said 
throughout this handbook, chemicals do not help you in the long run.

Mother nature has birthed excellent divine solutions for all our problems, we only 
have to look out for them and implement them in our lives.

In the following pages we have put together hair mask recipes for all hair problems. 
The best part of these hair masks are that they are easy to prepare , are 100% 
natural and very effective in resolving all hair issues.
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Curry Leaves Hair Mask for Healthy and
Strong Hair

Ingredients:
• Freshly picked curry leaves
• 2-3 tablespoon curd

Method:
• To make this mask, simply grind the curry leaves into a thick paste.
• In this ground paste, add some curd but not too much or else it will get runny.
• Apply this hair mask on the scalp and throughout the hair length for 15 minutes 

before shampooing.
• You can also skip the curd and directly apply the paste of curryleaves.

Curry leaves are loaded with properties that can work wonders for your hair 
and lead to hair growth. They are rich in antioxidants and proteins; these 
antioxidants neutralize the free radicals and keep your hair healthy and strong.
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Anti Hair Fall Ginger and Castor Oil Hair Mask

Ingredients:
• 2 tablespoons powdered ginger
• 1 tablespoon powdered orange/lemon peel
• Castor oil

Method:
• Mix the powders and add enough castor oil to make a paste.
• Apply the paste all over your hair and scalp and leave for 45mins.
• Wash off with plain water or a herbal cleanser.

Castor oil has been used for generations to promote thick hair growth, while 
ginger and lemon have benn proven to boost follicular hair growth - which is 
why this mask is the perfect solution for thinning hair or hair fall.
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Hibiscus and Fenugreek Hair Mask for
Hair Growth

Ingredients:
• 10-15 Hibiscus leaves
• 1 tablespoon Fenugreek seeds
• ½ cup yogurt

Method:
• Soak the fenugreek seeds overnight or for about 8 hours.
• Grind the seeds with the Hibiscus leaves and a little water to get a thick paste.
• Add in just enough yogurt so it’s not too runny.
• Apply all over the scalp and hair, massaging it into the scalp.
• Leave for 30 minutes and then wash off with a herbal cleanser.

Hibiscus leaves clarify and tone oily scalp without stripping away essential 
moisture. Fenugreek seeds are a rich source of iron and protein — two essential
nutrients for hair growth.
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Anti-Dandruff Soothing Wild Honey and
Aloe Vera Hair Mask

Ingredients:
• 2 tablespoons pure aloe vera gel
• 2 tablespoons yogurt
• 1-2 teaspoons wild honey

Method:
• Mix all the ingredients in a bowl and apply liberally over the hair and scalp.
• Leave for 20 minutes before washing off with water or a mild shampoo.
• Use this mask twice a week for dandruff relief.

Aloe vera has superb anti-inflammatory properties thanks to its enzymes and 
fatty acids that help fight the irritation caused by dandruff. Yogurt’s anti-fungal 
properties work well to keep dandruff and similar hair infections at bay. It also 
helps to balance the pH levels of the hair and scalp. Besides, yogurt has a cooling 
effect, which offers comfort for a scalp that is itchy due to dandruff.
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Papaya and Almond Oil Anti- Split End
Hair Mask

Ingredients:
• ½ cup mashed ripe papaya
• 1 tablespoon almond oil

Method:
• Mash the papaya to a pulp.
• Mix the papaya pulp and almond oil in a bowl.
• Apply the papaya blend to your hair from the roots to the tips.
• Cover your hair with a shower cap and keep it on for an hour.
• Wash your hair and towel dry it.

The vitamin A in papaya and vitamin E in Almond oil have deeply repairing 
effects on hair shafts and split ends and also helos your scalp produce sebum 
which nourishes, strengthens, and protects your hair.
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Banana Honey Creamy Hair Mask
for Dry Lifeless Hair

Ingredients:
• 1 ripe medium-size banana
• 1 tablespoon wild honey

Method:
• Mash the banana till smooth.
• Mix in the honey to form a paste.
• Apply all over the scalp and hair.
• Leave on for 20-30 minutes and wash off with a mild herbal cleanser.

With their rich potassium content, vitamins and natural oils, bananas are an 
instantly nourishing ingredient that’s the perfect medicine for dry hair. Along 
with bananas, wild honey provides moisture and shine, while also strengthening 
brittle hair and loose follicles.
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Deep Conditionning Flaxseeds and
Olive Oil Hair Mask

Ingredients:
• ¼ cup flaxseeds
• 1 tbsp Virgin Olive Oil

Method:
• Soak a quarter cup of flaxseeds in water overnight.
• In the morning, add two cups of water to the flaxseeds and bring to a boil for 

five minutes.
• Turn off the heat and let the liquid cool down.
• Add in the olive oil.
• Apply oan hour before bath on your scalp and hair.

Flaxseeds are a reliable source of B vitamins, a group of nutrients that are known 
for making your hair grow stronger and healthier at a more rapid rate. Vitamin 
E is the antioxidant is also readily available in nuts and plant-based oils.
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Anti-Greying Amla Hair Mask

Ingredients:
• 2 tbsps Amla powder
• 1/2 cup Yoghurt

Method:
• Mix amla powder with yoghurt to make a thick paste.
• Apple this paste all over your scalp and hair.
• Cover your hair with a shower cap and rinse it off after 30 minutes.

Amla contains essential fatty acids that penetrate into the fthe hair follicles, 
feeding them and preventing greying of hair as well as imparting shine and 
bounce to your locks.
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Deeply Nourishing and Clarifying Shikakai
Hair Mask for Volume and Shine

Ingredients:
• 2 tbsp Shikakai powder
• 1/2 cup Yogurt

Method:
• Mix shikakai powder with yogurt to make a paste.
• Apply this paste all over your hair and scalp.
• Leave it in for 15-20 minutes before cleansing.

Shikakai has been used for hair care in India for hundreds of years. The pods, 
leaves and the bark of the Shikakai tree is a rich source of Vitamin A, C, D, E and 
K and proven to deeply nourish, tone and strengthen hair.
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Chapter 11

Top Toxins to Avoid 
in Your Hair Care 

Products
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Understanding the Dangers Lurking Inside
Daily Hair Care Products

Caring for our hair and skin gives us a different form of selfsatisfaction. Once we 
get into the habit of washing, conditioning, oiling our hair regularly, it becomes a 
part of our weekly routine. While that is a good habit to imbibe, do we also make 
sure to check if the products we are using are really helping our hair or
slowly damaging them?

Most of the over-the-counter hair products are packed with chemicals which we 
probably have never heard of. These chemicals deeply damage not just our hair 
health but that of our organs and whole body along with the environment.
Yes, the ingredients in these products can cause a spectrum of health issues right 
from basic allergic reactions to different types of cancer. Many companies use the 
slogan “natural” or “chemical-free” to promote their hair products.

These strategies end up confusing the users into believing that their products are 
truly natural and chemical-free. The companies gain profit while our health has 
to pay the price. Similarly, these ingredients when washed away into our land and 
water, cause a lot of damage to the ecosystem by proliferating pollution.

This leads to an ecological imbalance in the environment as a whole. Just imagine 
how much damage one tiny bottle of shampoo, conditioner, serum can do - read 
on to know more!
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Our Pretty Shampoos Dont Just Damage Our 
Hair But Our Bodies and the Environment too!

Shampoos are made to be used on the hair and scalp. However, the ingredients 
in them seep into our skin and bodies causing long lasting harm. 

Sulphates:Everybody has heard this name repetitively in the last few years 
through commercials of shampoos which are marketed as “sulphate-free”. But if 
you read the ingredients, they take away the SLS and replace it with SLES, which 
is no better! Sodium Lauryl Sulfate/Sodium Laureth Sulfate, SLS or SLES are also 
insecticides. These two ingredients have cancer-causing properties. They also 
cause liver damage, skin rashes, and slow and subtle reactions on the scalp and 
causing hair loss and frizz. Besides, they can be hormone disruptors when used 
for prolonged periods. Sulfates are also harmful for the environment and aquatic 
species. 

Parabens: Parabens are xenoestrogens, which means that they have a similar 
composition to hormones found in the human body. Xenoestrogens disrupt our 
hormones and even pose a cancer risk. They are mixed in shampoos to increase 
the shelf life of the product thus acting as a preservative. 

Cocamidopropyl Betaine: This foaming agent has been associated with skin and 
eye irritation and allergic contact dermatitis. Triclosan:Triclosan is thought to 
be an endocrine disruptor, which means it can be harmful in the same fashion 
as xenoestrogens. Triclosan is believed to get accumulated in your fat cells and 
keep the body in a state of toxicity. 

Fragrance: Don’t we love a good fragrant product but these added fragrances 
are not naturally derived but a variety of toxic chemicals which prove to be fatal 
in the long run. 

Color: You would probably look at a bottle of shampoo and gasp “wow” looking 
at the pretty color of the product. These colors don’t just happen to be present 
in the shampoo naturally. They are synthetically made from coal and petroleum! 
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Do Conditioners Really Protect Our Hair or
Offer Shine and Smoothness With Huge Side

Effects?

Conditioners are used to make your hair smoother, shinier and frizz-free. 
However, to achieve all these things that too for temporary feel good factor, 
conditioners are filled with fatal chemicals.

Polysorbates: Used to dissolve fragrance or other oil additives. Often found in 
conditioners. It leaves a residue on the skin and scalp, disrupts the skin’s natural 
pH and destroys the natural protective barrier of our skin and scalp.

Polyethylene Glycol (PEG): PEG contains dangerous dioxin levels, often found as 
a by-product of the ethoxylation process in manufacturing. Dioxins have a direct 
link to cancer, and also cause organ system toxicity. It is a derivative of petroleum 
and is used as a thickening agent.

Dimethicone: Dimethicone is a silicone oil that can make the scalp and skin 
incredibly dry and irritated. It forms an almost plastic-like barrier on the outside 
of the skin and traps bacteria, sebum and impurities with it causing hair loss, 
breakage and lots of scalp issues over the long run.
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Hair Oils Are Great for Hair But Only If Your
Oil Bottle Is Chemical Free!

Hair oils are supposed to be pure and made up of organically sourced and  old 
pressed single source oils like coconut, almond, gingelly etc. But now even the 
pure hair oils have been infiltrated by chemicals, artificial fragrances, toxins  nd 
lots of impurities. 

Most hair oils are promoted as natural and pure but have very little pure oil in 
them and a large percentage of mineral oils.

Mineral oil is derived as a petroleum by-product that coats your scalp and hair in 
such an effective way that it also suffocates them. 

It slows down the skin’s ability to eliminate toxins and promotes premature ageing 
of hair by clogging the hair follicles. 

Overusing hair products that contain mineral oil might result in imbalanced oil 
levels in your scalp causing hair fall, dandruff, frizz and acne.

Lately a lot of oil especially baby oils have been banned in the market for containing 
mineral oils but most products find loopholes and add lots of additives and mineral 
oils which is why we as consumers need to be able to know what we are applying 
on our hair and how it is impacting our overall health!
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Hair Dye ? Well More Like Hair DIE!!!

By now after reading up about all the dangers lurking inside our innocent looking 
shampoo, conditioner and hair oil bottles these pages might be seeming like they 
are right out of a paranoid apocalytic novel , but this is not just the hard reality 
of our beauty industry but a very sad one too as there is very little being done 
to create consumer awareness about the harmful effects of fashionable hair 
products that we use , especially hair colors and dyes. 

Most common chemicals present in almost all hair colors is Ammonia. Also 
Ammonio free hair colors use just a diffrent form of the same additive. 

These common dye chemicals are directly responsible for a large range of negative 
health effects, including our hair and skin. 

Apart from making hair brittle and dry, Ammonia is a respiratory and asthma 
irritant, a potential endocrine disruptor, and becomes permanently part of the 
environment as a dangerous pollutant, meaning it cannot be broken down or 
removed. 

Other chemicals like P-phenylenediamine are responsible for hair fall and balding 
and seriously associated with birth defects, skin irritation, liver and blood toxicity, 
and allergic reactions. 

Lead Acetate is used as a color preservative in hair dye products and it is often 
not listed in the packaging as it is a contaminant rather than an ingredient. It is a 
potent neurotoxin, associated
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Hair Serum,Sprays and Other Offenders that
Come Disguised As Your Hair Care Friends!

We usually use heat protectants, hair sprays, hair gels and serums to style and 
manage our hair but these hair products are packed with toxins that cause 
further hair problems and more seriously health issues that happen subtly and 
slowly over a long period of time.

Propylene Glycol contained in most serums and sprays acts as a conditioning agent 
that can lock in the moisture and used by popular brands to enrich their hair 
products. Its side-effects include liver, kidney and brain damage or deformation, 
dermatitis and hives to name a few. Propylene Glycol can easily penetrate into the 
skin and is often contaminated with arsenic, lead, nickel, cobalt and iron.

PVP is the ingredient found in most mainstream hair care products that provides 
the hold factor especially for curl control or hair straightenning. It is very common 
in most hairsprays but also found in gel’s, wax’s, pomades and styling creams. It is 
a synthetic ingredient that is derived from petroleum. It causes skin irritation as 
well as respiratory issues in some people.

Phthalates are used in perfumed personal care products so that the fragrance lasts 
longer. Phthalates are toxic for humans and their effects are similar to parabens, 
by mimicking estrogen and causing infertility, early puberty, PCOS and other 
reproductive issues. Phthalates are easily absorbed into the skin and can seep 
into the bloodstream, damaging the kidney, lungs and liver.

Unfortunately, since phthalates are stabilizers for fragrance, they are not 
mentioned specifically on the ingredient list and are simply included under the 
term ‘fragrance’.

All these things are present in those hair products sitting on your vanity right now. 
But we are sure that the next time you plan on buying a new hair product, you 
will make it a point to read the ingredients and check if it really is an all-natural 
organic product or just a hoax for the sake of marketing.
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Know How to Really Read Labels So You Don’t Get 
Eyewashed Next Time You Shop for Hair Care Products!

You pick up any bottle of a hair product in the store and see a long list of ingredients 
behind it. Quite intimidating, isn’t it? It is tough for us to understand whether the 
ingredients that are printed on the product labels are safe or not. So, this section 
is to help decode all the smart jargon and ensure that you choose the right and 
safe products for your hair care:

All ingredients in a hair product are listed in a way that the most prevalent ones 
come first with the ingredient of the least percentage (usually 1%) comes last.

Water is usually the first ingredient, followed by a surfactant. It may contain a lot 
of water and just a low or high surfactant concentration. This is even true with 
sulfate-free shampoos. Often, they are highly concentrated to compensate for the 
lack of sulfates and actually more drying than a more aqueous, sulfatecontaining 
shampoo.

Some of the surfactants to avoid: Cocamide DEA, MEA, TEA or MIPA, Lauramide 
DEA, PEGs-(with PEG-n designation), Sodium Laureth Sulfate (SLES), Ammonium 
Laureth Sulfate, Sodium Lauryl Sulfate (SLS), Cocamidopropyl Betaine.

Emulsifiers to be avoided include all compounds with MEA, DEA, TEA, and MIPA, 
and ingredients with the PEG-n designations.All may be potentially carcinogenic 
given the possibility of 1,4-dioxane and nitrosamines contamination.

Emollients to be avoided include mineral oil (a petroleum derivative) and silicones 
such as dimethicone. 

Preservatives to be avoided: Parabens (associated with interfering with 
hormone system), Methylchloroisothiazolnone, Methylisothiazolinone, 
Diazolidinyl Urea, DMDM Hydantoin, Imidazolidinyl Urea, Quaternium-15, 
Sodium Hydroxymethylglycinate, 2-Bromo-2-Nitropropane-1,3-Diol (Bronopol), 
Polyoxymethylene Urea, 5-Bromo-5-Nitro-1,3 Dioxane, Benzyl Alcohol, 
Methylisothiazolinone.
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Chapter 12

Best Herbs for
Natural Hair Care
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Every Hair Related Problem Has A Solution
Right In Our Mother Nature’s Womb

Remember when your grandmother used to tell you to rinse your hair with neem 
water? What was that for? You must have thought of it to be silly back then but 
neem has antibacterial properties which heal your scalp and allow the growth of 
healthier hair.

Now just like we know this information, all the commercial shampoo and hair 
care brands also know it. Hence, the sudden rise of labeling their products as 
“herbal”. Maybe they have a minute quantity of herbal essence to the products 
but it counts for nothing compared to the huge quantity of chemicals added to 
the same bottle. It’s a marketing trick to fool us into buying their product as it 
happens to be “herbal”. Nevertheless, why pay extra for hair care products when 
they are right at your doorstep, or may we say, on your kitchen counter?

Throughout this handbook we have mentioned a plethora of recipes and routines 
for natural hair care and it deems fit that we dedicate the final chapter to the 
top herbs that are the best for natural hair care. Whether you use them in your 
masks, as a hair cleanser or a tonic the best part of these herbs is that they 
will help make your hair gorgeous and healthy safely, effectively and with zero 
chemicals and lots of love straight from mother nature !
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Curry Leaves
Botanical Name: Murraya koenigii

Curry leaves make a presence in our food, multiple times a day! These dark green 
leaves are also an excellent medicine for hair and are popular in herbal hair oils.

While eating curry leaves is great for healthy hair, the external applications also 
treat hair loss effectively. Curry leaves contain antioxidants which fight free radicals 
and promote cell building. They are rich in beta-carotene and amino acids which 
strengthen hair follicles.

Curry leaves also contain protein, the main component of hair. Curry leaves also 
treat the scalp, removing dead cells and dandruff, while unclogging the follicles. 
Besides treating hair loss, curry leaves are also effective against premature ageing 
and help restore the natural color of hair.

The two most effective ways to use curry leaves is by making a hair tonic and a 
hair mask. To make the tonic, boil curry leaves and coconut oil till a black residue 
begins to form. Turn off the heat, cool and collect in a glass bottle. Apply this oil 
regularly over the scalp and hair.

To make a hair mask with curry leaves, simply grind the leaves to a paste. It can 
either be used on its own or mixed in with some yogurt for a pre-shampoo hair 
mask.
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Methi (Fenugreek)
Botanical Name: Trigonella foenum-graecum

Methi is great to use for cooking, but it is also great for hair. Methi seeds, in 
particular, are available in every Indian kitchen and is a common ingredient in 
natural remedies for hair fall.

Studies have found that methi extracts increase hair volume in people with hair 
loss. This could be due to the high nutrient content in fenugreek. Methi seeds are 
rich in vitamins like folic acid, Vitamins A, C, and K as well as minerals like calcium, 
potassium, and iron.

Fenugreek also contains nicotinic acid which fights scalp conditions like dandruff 
and reduces hair thinning. The lecithin in methi strengthens and nourishes hair 
roots, thus encouraging better hair growth.

Methi seeds work very well in a hair mask. There are two ways to make a methi 
hair mask. One way is by soaking methi seeds overnight, and grinding the soaked 
seeds to make a paste.

The other way is by dry roasting the seeds and then grinding them to powder. Add 
enough water to make a paste. Apply the methi hair mask all over the scalp and 
hair and leave for 20-30 minutes before washing off.
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Neem
Botanical Name: Azadirachta indica

Neem is no stranger in Indian households and is quite popular in treating skin 
conditions. It is this very property that makes it perfect to treat the scalp, thus 
fixing hair fall problems.

Neem improves blood circulation in the scalp and encourages hair growth. It 
also fights against scalp infections like dandruff, lice, eczema, and scaliness.

Neem soothes the itchiness that comes with these conditions as well as dryness. 
Neem strikes hair fall at the root, by strengthening hair and preventing it from 
falling. It also fixes damage due to overuse of hair products or treatment.

One way of using neem to treat hair fall is with a hair mask. Grind the leaves with 
a little water to make a paste. Apply all over the hair and scalp and leave for an 
hour before washing off.

Another way to use neem is to make a neem rinse. Boil some neem leaves in water 
for 15 minutes. Let it cool before straining and collecting the liquid in a mug. Use 
this as a final rinse when washing your hair.
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Amla
Botanical Name: Emblica officinalis

Amla is the number one choice of anyone trying natural hair remedies and with 
good reason! Amla has a special place in Ayurveda, for many purposes other than 
hair fall. In fact, Amla is often an essential ingredient in many Ayurvedic medicines.

Amla is one of the best-known sources of Vitamin C. The rich antioxidant content 
of amla fights free radical activity and encourages blood circulation in the scalp 
which in turn stimulates the follicles. Amla also contains iron, gallic acid, and
carotene.

Amla contains lots of essential fatty acids that help strengthen hair and prevent 
hair breakage. It also balances the pH of the scalp and reduces dandruff. When 
combined with shikakai, amla can also act as a natural brown hair dye.

One way of using Amla for hair growth is by making amla oil. Heat some coconut 
oil, add 2 teaspoons of amla powder and heat again. Turn off the heat when the 
oil turns brown. Cool to room temperature and apply all over the scalp.

Another way of soaking up the multiple goodness of Amla is by making a hair 
mask. Mix Amla powder with just enough water or lime juice to make a paste. 
Massage it all over the scalp and hair. Cover with a shower cap and wash off after 
an hour.
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Tulsi (Holy Basil)
Botanical name: Ocimum sanctum

Holy basil is a fragrant, adaptogenic herb known for its healing properties. It may 
help prevent hair loss caused by dandruff and itching or changes in hormonal 
levels.

Tulsi is effective in controlling four types of fungal strains that may cause dandruff. 
This effect of tulsi offers other benefits like improved hair smoothness and hair 
shine, along with ease of combing and reduced frizz.

Basil improves blood circulation and reduces dandruff and the scalp itchiness that 
accompanies it.

Making a paste of basil leaves and mixing it with your hair oil can work wonders 
for your hair. Apply this oil to your scalp and leave it on for about 30 minutes and 
then shampoo. This mixture rejuvenates your hair follicles, keeps your scalp cool, 
and promotes circulation to your scalp.

Soak holy basil powder (you can prepare it at home by grinding a few basil leaves) 
along with amla powder in water overnight. Strain the mixture and wash your hair 
with it to prevent premature greying.
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Aloe Vera
Botanical name: Aloe vera

Aloe vera’s healing properties work to repair a damaged scalp, moisturizing it and 
encouraging further hair growth.

Aloe vera also works against dandruff and excessive oiliness on scalp, both of 
which prevent hair growth. The symptoms of an itchy scalp and flaking skin under 
your hair can be treated with aloe vera.

Aloe vera contains vitamins A, C, and E. All three of these vitamins contribute to 
cell turnover, promoting healthy cell growth and shiny hair.

Easiest way to use aloe vera is to simply remove some aloe vera pulp from the 
leaf, whisk it to leave no lumps and apply it all over your scalp and hair. Leave it 
in for 15 minutes and wash it off with plain water. This potions works as a natural 
hair cleanser, hair growth mask as well as for dandruff relief!
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Bhringraj (False Daisy)
Botanical Name: Eclipta alba

Bhringraj means ‘King of Herbs’, which is quite an apt name, considering its 
benefits! Bhringraj is very soothing to the scalp. Since most of the hair action 
happens in the scalp, Bhringraj becomes a good choice for handling hair problems 
like hair fall.

Studies show that Bhringraj nourishes hair follicles and strengthens the growth 
stage in the hair cycle. Using Bhringraj regularly can show an increase in hair 
volume, and can help reverse hair loss.

Other than hair fall, Bhringraj also helps to prevent premature greying. It is also 
known to have a calming effect that improves relaxation and promotes better 
sleep.

You can make Bhringraj oil, which is an easy way to use this herb. Sundry Bhringraj 
leaves for a few days. Put the leaves in a bottle of coconut oil and leave it in the 
sun for a couple of days, till the color changes. It is now ready for use.

Another way to use Bhringraj is by powdering the sun-dried leaves. Heat coconut 
oil, add powdered Bhringraj leaves and let it steep. Store in a glass bottle when 
cool. After applying, allow 30 minutes for absorption before washing off.

You can also make a hair mask by blending Bhringraj leaves with enough water 
to make a paste. Alternately, you can add the powdered leaves to water and mix. 
Leave the paste on the scalp and hair for 20 minutes. Wash off with shampoo.
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Hibiscus
Botanical name: Rosa sinensis

Hibiscus is one of the most renowned herbs for promoting hair growth. The 
naturally occurring amino acids in hibiscus flowers provide the hair with the 
nutrients help in promoting hair growth. These amino acids produce a special 
kind of structural protein called keratin.

Hibiscus flowers and leaves contain a high amount of mucilage which acts as 
a natural conditioner. It’s because of this naturally occurring conditioner that 
crushed Hibiscus flowers and leaves feel slimy to the touch.

The use of hibiscus is as effective as the drugs used to treat baldness. Using 
Hibiscus leaves for hair maintains the pH balance of hair in addition to providing 
an overall soothing and cooling effect.

Mix equal quantities of Hibiscus powder and Amla powder in water to make a 
smooth paste. Apply it all over your hair and scalp. Leave it for 40 minutes and 
then wash it off with a herbal shampoo.

Grind Hibiscus flowers and Hibiscus leaves with Henna powder (or Henna leaves) to 
make a hair pack. Add juice of half a lemon to this mixture and apply it generously 
all over your scalp and hair. Leave it on for an hour and then wash off.
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To conclude, the simple and chemical free hair care rituals discussed in this 
handbook have greatly helped our fellow “naturalists” in resolving hair frizz, 
hair loss, pre mature greying and flaking of the scalp very effectively and 
sustainably and we hope the same for you! Just have patience and use the right 
oils, cleansers and herbs for your hair care and within a few weeks you will be 
able to celebrate visible changes in your hair health for sure!
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ABOUT SOUNDARYAH
Soundaryah is a community effort to create happier and healthier lives through 
the renewal of traditional, handcrafted and 100%natural self care essentials for 
our body, hair and skin.

This soulful initiative was birthed with the pure intention of creating awareness 
about the importance of using natural and chemical free wellness products ---just 
like our ancestors did through the use of indigenous herbs and locally available 
resources. Our mission is to help people replace toxic body care products with 
simple, safe and effective solutions that have been used since ancient times and 
are 100% natural with zero chemicals and additives.

Soundaryah is my real and personal journey as a Doctor Mom who went on her 
own quest for finding natural and safe body care solutions for herself and her 
family at a very challenging juncture in her life and here is my story ---

As a doctor, social worker and then a mother my own self-care needs slowly took 
a complete back seat a few years ago. I would be working day in and day out just 
like each and every one of you in order to take care of everything and everyone 
around me little knowing that my own Self was starving for the same care and 
attention. And then a few months back I faced a complete burn out and was not 
able to focus on my work or family life.
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As a doctor I knew that seeking help at the right time is the most important aspect 
of healing and I am so grateful that I reached out to Sohini Trehan – a Holistic 
Wellness Counsellor, who specializes in the field of Neuroscience and Natural 
Healing Modalities.

Sohini made me realize that the only way to put my life back on track was by 
investing in my own Self Care needs first and foremost. I finally embraced a truth 
of life that I had always known but failed to honor ---- that Self Care Is not Selfish. 
Self-Care is in fact the only foundation on which one can successfully build a happy, 
fulfilling and joyous life – for ourselves and for our loved ones.

The best part of Authentic Self Care that I found was that, the rituals which 
Sohini designed for me were not complicated or over the top. In fact most of 
them reconnected me to my traditional roots and I could wistfully recall my 
mother and grandmother practicing them in subtle ways when I was a child (like 
the herbal hair cleansing rituals and gingelly oil baths that I used to love taking 
as a child and have now resumed again after decades! )

Just like the natural hair care rituals mentioned in this hand book all self care 
rituals that I love following are traditional, natural and simple --- yet powerfully 
healing. One of the most impactful steps that I took for my Self Care was switching 
to zero chemical products for my body, especially when it came to my hair and 
skincare. I have extremely sensitive skin and I realized that most over the counter 
products were full of chemicals and were only masking my issues and causing 
long term harm to my health.
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As I made small changes in my lifestyle and switched to zero chemicals (which by 
the way was not an easy process as I realized to my dismay that even the natural 
and herbal products in the market had high amounts of chemicals in them! ) I felt 
renewed and rejuvenated ---

I know that my journey of Self Care so far has been deeply rewarding and will 
always be worth the commitment –because I have realized through my past life 
lessons  that when we start neglecting our own selves, we slowly and eventually 
run out of Life and Joy and the only solution is to reconnect to ourselves, our 
roots and mother nature.

At Soundaryah we believe that nothing is more important in these modern 
times for our health and that of our loved ones than going back to our roots and 
embracing natural wellness and body care practices.

And this is why I wanted to share my personal journey through Soundaryah 
and make simple, traditional and 100% natural handcrafted wellness essentials 
accessible to every one.

Connect to us and join our tribe through our various Natural Self Care Platforms –
Website - https://soundaryah.com/
Blog - https://soundaryah.com/pages/blog
Email - wecare@soundaryah.com
Fb group- https://www.facebook.com/groups/2158415614207885
Fb page - https://www.facebook.com/soundaryahwellness
Insta - https://www.instagram.com/soundaryah_/

~ Dr Hemapriya Gopi
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https://soundaryah.com/discount/NEW10

